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Hong-Kong listed, US-based, Chinese 
manufactured power tool, hand tool, floor-
care, and cordless technology company 

Techtronic Industries (TTI) has reported strong 
results for its FY 2015. It has described these 
results as “record-breaking”. The company’s 
respected CEO, Joseph (Joe) Galli, highlighted 
the good performance of the company’s team in 
Australia, in particular its successful advance-
ment of TTI’s AEG brand. Mr Galli also mentioned 
the good performance of Australian big-box 
home improvement retailer Bunnings.

Results
Reporting in US dollars, the company shows sales 
for 2015 as USD5038 million, up 6.0% on its sales for 
the previous corresponding period (pcp), which was 
FY 2014. Removing the effects of the strengthening 
US dollar exchange rate during 2015, sales would have 
grown by 10.5%, the company reports.

Earnings before interest and taxation (EBIT) came 
in at USD400 million, up by 7.4% over the pcp, while 
net profit (after tax) was USD354 million, up 18.0% over 
the pcp. Earnings per share (EPS) were reported as 
USD0.1937, up 18%.

TTI divides its operations into two main segments: 
power equipment and floor care. For 2015, sales for 
power equipment increased by 11.8% over the pcp, 
reaching USD3972 million. Removing currency fluctua-
tions, the increase would have been 16.8%, TTI states.

Sales of TTI’s floor care products decreased for 
FY 2015. They fell by 11.2% over the pcp to reach 
USD1066 million. Removing currency fluctuations, the 
decline would have been less, at 8.1%. According to 
TTI’s chairman, Horst Pudwill, the decline in floor care 
results is largely due to one-off, non-recurring items.

Performance metrics
Performance indicators were largely positive for TTI 
during 2015. Gross magin increased by 0.5% over 
the pcp to reach 35.7%. Operating profit for its power 
equipment division increased by 29.7% over the pcp, 
though it fell considerably for floor care, down 64.6%. 

In his remarks, Mr Galli pointed to the overall gross 
margin trend for the past seven years, which has seen it 
increase steadily. Mr Galli said:

So look at this chart. This is my favourite part of 
the presentation. It is again gross margin back to 

2011. To go from 32.6 in a fiercely competitive in-
dustry, where our competitors have been in place 
for decades, and we are talking about large global 
companies like Makita in Japan, Bosch in Germa-
ny, Stanley Black & Decker in the US. And here 
we are taking all this market share and driving the 
gross margin up to unprecedented levels. 

Mr Galli’s point (as he further clarifies elsewhere) 
is that, as TTI is gaining market share while while still 
increasing its gross margin, it is not “buying” market 
expansion through discounts. Rather, the company is 
finding markets that are willing to pay a premium for the 
technological advances TTI is introducing.

Figure 2 shows the increases in the gross mar-
gin from 2011 onwards. As can be seen, the rate of 
increase for 2015 is less than for the preceding three 
years. This is likely due to the effects of currency ex-
change rates.

TTI Sketches the Future
One-Key, more tools in 2016

FY 2015 Techtronic Industries
USD millions

Category 2015 2014 Change

Sales revenue 5038 4753 6.00%
EBIT 400 351 13.96%
Gross margin 35.69% 35.20% 0.7%
Net earnings 354 300 18.00%
Sales Rest 
of World 
(Australia)

405 391 3.58%

Figure 2: TTI Gross Margin and % change

Figure 1: TTI results for FY 2015
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Operating profit
One of the more notable metrics to emerge is TTI’s 

operating profit growth in its power equipment seg-
ment. This came in at 29.7% for FY 2015 as compared 
to the pcp. A similar measure of growth for FY 2014 
was 16.7%, and for FY 2013 it was 14.2%

Working capital/inventory
As he did a year ago, Mr Galli went to some lengths 

to explain why the company has chosen to expand its 
inventory:

So we added five days of inventory. Why? Be-
cause we already have a reputation at TTI, which 
Horst created, of being the best service level, 
best supplier to retail partners like Home Depot. 
Or Bunnings in Australia. And we have so much 
new product coming in the first half of this year, 
and we have so many commitments from our retail 
partners that we just couldn’t take the chance, 
and we decided we would put the inventory in. 
So for me this is a very positive element of our 
announcement because it shows that we are not 
short-sighted.

Mr Galli also explained why the increase in invento-
ry will have no net effect on the company’s outcomes:

[T]he implication of that inventory build on our bal-
ance sheet is zero . . . because the suppliers we 
are now paying our bills in 84 days. Ten years ago 
we paid our bills in 20 days. So we now have such 
an aggressive purchasing organisation that we 
have been able to extract very favourable terms 
from our suppliers. And don’t think this is TTI 
being a bully, and being rough and tough with our 
suppliers. We are pretty good negotiators. But this 
is, when you show numbers where we are growing 
double-digit, the suppliers say, “well of course 
we will accommodate your request, improve your 
terms.”

Productivity
TTI offers a rough measure of productivity by com-

paring its increase in sales to its increase in headcount. 
According to the company, even as sales increased by 
10.5% (exclusive of exchange fluctuations) the head-
count rose by only 2.2%.

Regional performance
North American sales (US and Canada) grew by 11.2% 
over the pcp to reach USD3772 million. Sales for Eu-
rope, the Middle East and Africa (EMEA) declined by 
11.1% over the pcp, to come in at USD861 million. The 
company reports that, accounting for currency fluctua-

tions, sales would have grown by 5.1% over the pcp.
Sales for Rest of World (ROW), which includes 

Australia, grew by 3.5% over the pcp, and would have 
grown by 18.9%, TTI states, were it not for currency 
fluctuations. Mr Galli was careful to point out in his 
remarks on the results that the ROW results were “led 
by Australia, but not only Australia”, possibly indicating 
that some areas of Asia were also positive contributors.

Mr Galli was particularly enthusiastic about the 
potential for further growth in Western Europe:

Europe up 5% [in sales outside currency fluctua-
tions] and that was after the floor-care situation. 
Europe was up strong double-digit in power 
equipment. And we see Western Europe as a 
massive growth opportunity for the company. We 
love developed markets where there is a focus on 
safety on the jobsite, and where the consumer that 
we sell to has the right level of disposable income 
to buy our high end products.

He added to this comment later in his remarks, 
highlighting the fact that TTI continues to thrive in Eu-
rope despite gloomy economic predictions:

However in Europe where we are — where Mil-
waukee was an afterthought brand five years ago, 
Europe was up 24% [for Milwaukee sales]. This 
is a market where every headline says, Europe is 
slowing down, the economy is bad, there is one 
issue after another in the European Union, and we 
are up 24%. We don’t let our managers read these 
headlines anymore, we cancelled all newspaper 
subscriptions, we just want people focused on 
new product, right Horst, so we ... sometimes it is 
best not to look at some of these gloom and doom 
headlines, because we have so much new product 
and it is so exciting that we are leading a stam-
pede and a revolution away from corded tools to 
cordless. 

Figure 3: Regional sales split for all of TTI
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Mr Galli also reminded analysts that the company 
had decided some years ago to pull out of Brazil, and 
to proceed cautiously in both Russia and China, strate-
gies that he believes have been very effective.

Power tool brands

Milwaukee
Mr Galli called out the performance of the compa-

ny’s high-end power tool brand Milwaukee as being 
particularly good. Exclusive of exchange fluctuations, 
sales of Milwaukee products grew by 23.7% for FY 
2015 as compared to the pcp. Commenting on this 
result, Mr Galli said:

A key highlight was our Milwaukee growth, where 
we yet again exceeded 20%: 23.7% growth in 
Milwaukee power tools worldwide. This is in a 
mature industry where these kind of growth levels 
have never, never been seen. How are we doing 
it? Well we are doing it with new product. We have 
so much new product coming into Milwaukee, 
largely cordless, largely high technology cordless, 
that is well ahead of our competitors’ capabilities. 
With all those cordless products we are launching, 
we have been able to generate growth that, again, 
that you have never seen in the industry.

The regional growth numbers exclusive of exchange 
rate fluctuations were all positive for the Milwaukee 
brand. Under this metric, North America grew by 
24.6%, EMEA grew by 24%, and ROW grew by 15.5%.

One of the main drivers of growth has been the Mil-
waukee FUEL line of products, which seek to achieve 
maximum power and efficiency through the use of 
advanced electronics and brushless motors. Mr Galli 
suggested that this platform had continued to develop 
well ahead of competing products:

We launched our first version of FUEL four years 
ago, and our competitors this past year launched 
products that they said were comparable to FUEL. 
Brushless motors, some electronics. But a 
month after our competitors launched their 
version of FUEL, we launched Generation 
II, which is 50% better than the ones we 
started with. So the competitors took four 
years to launch products that were almost 
as good. Now they are back in a difficult 
position. This is why we are taking so much 
market share in cordless. And I can assure 
you we are already working on Generation 
III, IV, and V. 

Later, Mr Galli went into further detail about 
the company’s plans for the Milwaukee range:

We also are proud to continue to expand the FUEL 
brushless motor platform. You know we have the 
broadest line of brushless motor tools by far... I 
think our competitors have about 10 tools that are 
brushless. We have 50 on the way to 500. And 
when we get to 500 we will go to 1000. We are 
just getting started. Our competitors view this as a 
necessary evil, and we view this as the iPhone, the 
future. We don’t want to make landlines anymore, 
we’re not making pay-phones anymore, we are fo-
cused on the smartphone market, which is FUEL.

Other brands
Mr Galli also pointed out in his remarks that Ryobi 

had, in his opinion, become the dominant brand in its 
sector of the market:

The momentum we have right now on Ryobi One 
+ is amazing. This brand has become the num-
ber one brand of DIY power tools in the world 
today. And more importantly, the Ryobi brand has 
become the number one brand of DIY cordless 
products in the world today. There was a time 
when Bosch or Black & Decker held that posi-
tion of leadership. Today it is not even close. We 
have developed a dominant, overarching platform 
of cordless products called Ryobi One + that is 
selling like crazy, and growing in all the continents 
where we sell these products. 

Some of Mr Galli’s most enthusiast comments were 
reserved for the AEG brand. 

Even AEG, which was referred to as ‘graveyard 
brand’ 10 years ago when we bought it, meaning 
it was a brand that was on its [last] legs. You get 
the metaphor, right? Suddenly, AEG has been 
electrified by our teams in Australia and Europe. 
AEG is now growing and has a very important 
position in the company.

He later said more about the brand’s revival:

Figure 4: AEG Australia online ad: https://goo.gl/rInRJj

https://goo.gl/rInRJj
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The European team revived it, beautifully, and our 
Australian team took that revival, and took it to an-
other level, and suddenly AEG is a growing brand 
in the company. And it gives us a price point 
below Milwaukee, above Ryobi, so that we don’t 
have to ever get too aggressive on pricing with 
Milwaukee. When our competitors get desperate 
at the end of a quarter and they want to write big 
orders and all that, we don’t have to react with our 
premium brand, we can do it with AEG. 

New products
Mr Galli ended the results presentation with some indi-
cations about TTI’s new products for 2016. 

Milwaukee cordless nailer
Mr Galli began his description of new Milwaukee 

products with the forthcoming line of Milwaukee cord-
less nailers, due for release in May 2016. He went to 
some lengths to describe the inconvenience of pneu-
matically powered nailers (but did not describe gas and 
powder-charge versions).

Mr Galli has a strong belief that the cordless nailer 
will be something of a “gateway” tool for Milwaukee, 
triggering rapid adoption of cordless by some users:

We eliminate all that with a cordless nailer that 
has the same kind of performance as one of those 
tethered nailers, except there is no compressor, 
there is no generator. This thing is so fast you 
can’t believe it. When users try this nailer they 
won’t give it back, they won’t put it down. It is so 
jam-free and so quick that it changes the way peo-
ple look at not only nailers but cordless in general. 
I think this is going to trigger the next stampede 
from corded to cordless.

Milwaukee jobsite lighting
Another slightly unusual new product highlighted 

by TTI was its range of jobsite lighting. According to Mr 
Galli, this lighting has proved to be very popular with 
contractors, as it solves a major problem for them. This 
is how he describes the popularity of the product:

With the LED lighting technology, we are now able 
to put a light on the job site, that is powered by 
Milwaukee batteries, and it will replace a gener-
ator-powered light that costs five times as much 
and is noisy and has all sorts of other issues. 
We have launched these lights last year, and we 
cannot keep them in stock, it is unbelievable. 
So these are not really power tools, there are no 
motors in these. These are lights, flashlights. So 
the flashlight used to be USD9.99. This flashlight 

is USD249. And we can’t keep them in stock. And 
I think that lighting will become a business within 
TTI that has immense potential.

Ryobi drill and OPE platform
Mr Galli also announced a new brushless drill from 

Ryobi. Though it is not currently clear, this might be the 
same model that has already been released in Australia, 
through Bunnings:

According to his comments, this drill is not currently 
set for launch in the North American market, but only in 
Europe. 

Mr Galli also used this opportunity to talk about 
Ryobi’s cordless outdoor products. In particular, he 
highlighted the advantages of having a comprehensive 
range of workshop power tools, outdoor power equip-
ment and “lifestyle” products (such as radios) which all 
work off the same battery range:

We have the only over-arching platform of DIY 
cordless, because our outdoor products, like 
the lawnmower, and our indoor products like the 
drill, all work with the same battery. In the life-

Figure 6: Milwaukee 18v cordless floodlight

Figure 5: Milwaukee cordless nailer
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style products, like the fan or the radio, all work 
with the same battery. None of our competitors 
have figured this out. This is inexplicable to us, it 
is mind-boggling. It seems basic that you would 
have a DIY line that all would have the same char-
ger and battery. 

TTI accessories and hand tools
A number of accessories and hand tools were also 

highlighted. These included the company’s tape mea-
sures, gloves, pipe wrenches, crescent wrenches, drill 
bits, levels, screwdriver bits and markers. 

Mr Galli commented on the company’s ambitions:

Our hand tool family, if you remember back four 
years ago, we just entered the hand tool market 
when we acquired Stiletto, we acquired HART, 
and we had a very tiny hand tool business world-
wide. We had shared that our vision was to devel-
op a billion dollar platform in TTI with hand tools. 
When we used to say that people would chuckle 
and laugh at us and say, my goodness, Stanley 
has 2.5 billion in hand tools you guys are crazy. 
People aren’t laughing so much anymore.

One-Key
One-Key — TTI’s first attempt at linking together a sub-
set of its power tools into a network — was introduced 
as a concept in 2015, and went live in early 2016. So 
the basics of One-Key have been known for some time. 

At its basis is an inventory system that enables 
a manager to “sign in” a range of tools (including 
non-Milwaukee tools). Tools equipped with the One-
Key system — these are a 
subset of the FUEL 18 tools 
— can also be controlled via a 
smartphone app (Apple’s iOS 
or Android operating systems). 
These controls include changing 
performance settings such as 
speed, torque and power. On 
many One-Key tools, up to four 
such settings can be stored, 
and selected by the tool’s user 
at the press of a button. 

A recent change at the 
launch of One-Key is the 
inclusion of tools that provide 
location information, for exam-
ple recording the approximate 
location of a tool, and notifi-
cations of tools that enter and 
leave the Bluetooth range of any 
smartphones to keyed in to the 

system. (The range is typically around 30 metres with a 
clear line-of-sight.)

Some reviewers have had a chance to go in-depth 
with One-Key, and report that, for the most part, One-
Key lives up to its promises.

http://goo.gl/OvhxU7

Throughout his remarks at the presentation of the 
FY 2015 results Mr Galli repeatedly used the phrase the 
“Milwaukee Cloud” to refer to the infrastructure behind 
One-Key. What this means is simply that the databases 
that make One-Key work are, of course, “in the cloud”, 
and likely hosted by one of the many hosting services, 
such as Amazon’s AWS, Microsoft’s Azure, or Google’s 
cloud services. Both the smartphone apps and the lap-
top web apps act as conduits to that database. They 
update it, and receive updates back from it. 

Figure 10: Empire leves from TTI

Figure 9: Ryobi brushless drill

http://goo.gl/OvhxU7
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Thus, for example, the tool location information 
goes from smartphones connected to the tools up to 
the cloud. That information can be accessed by people 
using the web app, and by others using smartphones 
elsewhere, potentially on other jobsites, or even in 
different cities.

One fact that emerges from this kind of system is 
that the tools themselves must have the capability to 
store data, which is then later uploaded, Given the na-
ture of that data, it’s unlikely they have much storage. 
As little as 256kB would likely be enough.

TTI is clearly planning on a quick build-out of One-
Key into its FUEL 18 products. Mr Galli mentioned that 
while there were only six One-Key tools currently avail-
able, there should be close to 100 within three years.

TTI’s development work
Mr Galli described at some length how much the 

culture of TTI’s research and development is changing 
as it gears up to take full advantage of One-Key. 

In 1980, the engineering in power tools was key. 
But the engineering back then was, you know, you 
hired electrical engineers, mechanical engineers, 
a metallurgist or two, some industrial designers. 
When Ni-cad came along you hired some chem-
ical engineers, and that is what an R&D depart-
ment looked like, was that group of traditional 
engineering graduates. Today, those, all those 
engineers are still in place in the company, but 
the most important, the fastest growing part of 
our technical environment at TTI, is the software 
development engineer. The same graduate that 
is working on social media apps for the iPhone is 
who we are after to design these capabilities for 
the tools.

TTI has opted for what is known 
technically as a “closed” development 
environment. Rather than building an 
application programming interface (API) 
and a software development kit (SDK) that 
developers can access, it is relying on its 
own team of developers to build the apps. 
As Mr Galli puts it:

There are literally hundreds of apps 
being developed right now for our tools 
with the iPhone or other smartphone 
capability. There are hundreds of apps. 
Contractors when they see this — it’s 
interesting. We have presented this to 
many, many big users around the world, 
and inevitably they come up with ideas 
we didn’t think of. So what we have 
created here is kind of an open platform 

that we want contractors to share their ideas with 
us, and we are going to turn those ideas into apps. 

Floor care
In floor care, especially vacuum cleaners, Mr Galli state 
that TTI intended to adopt separate strategies for its 
commercial business and its consumer business — 
along the lines of the split between Ryobi and Milwau-
kee brands in power tools. For the residential vacuum 
brands, TTI will be moving these to cordless as quickly 
as possible over the coming years. For its commercial 
brands, the company sees one of its chief advantag-
es resting in its “HushTone” technology, which greatly 
reduces the noise vacuum cleaners make.

Strategy
It is worth taking a moment to consider the business 
model and plan that TTI is pursuing. Mr Galli in his 
remarks mentioned TTI as a disruptor of the industries 
it engages with, in the pure sense of disruption theory 
as put forward by Clayton Christensen in his classic 
work, “The Innovator’s Dilemma”. This seems to be 
partially true, but it is also true that the business model 
TTI seems to be pursuing is even more interesting than 
this.

The formal theory of disruption describes a very 
specific business situation. This is where the leading 
company in a field has, through responding to cus-
tomer demand, gradually developed increasingly more 
sophisticated and expensive products. The disruptor 
enters that market by realising that one sector of that 
market actually needs a less sophisticated product at a 
lower price. To quote from a recent article in the Har-
vard Business Review:

Figure 11:One-Key has components for phones and laptops
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”Disruption” describes a process whereby a 
smaller company with fewer resources is able to 
successfully challenge established incumbent 
businesses. Specifically, as incumbents focus on 
improving their products and services for their 
most demanding (and usually most profitable) cus-
tomers, they exceed the needs of some segments 
and ignore the needs of others. Entrants that 
prove disruptive begin by successfully targeting 
those overlooked segments, gaining a foothold by 
delivering more-suitable functionality — frequently 
at a lower price. Incumbents, chasing higher prof-
itability in more-demanding segments, tend not to 
respond vigorously. Entrants then move upmarket, 
delivering the performance that incumbents’ main-
stream customers require, while preserving the 
advantages that drove their early success. When 
mainstream customers start adopting the entrants’ 
offerings in volume, disruption has occurred.

https://goo.gl/PwMsnF

The consumer end of TTI’s business, Ryobi, certain-
ly does fit to some extent into the disruptive category, 
though Ryobi has disrupted the middle of the consumer 
power tool market, not the low end. What is unique 
about the brand is the way in which this disruption has 
developed: today Ryobi is one of the few power tool 
systems that consumers will buy as a platform. 

TTI’s Milwaukee brand is very different, and is not 
really a case of this kind of disruption. Milwaukee has 
launched increasingly sophisticated and more powerful 
tools at higher price points in the market. As Mr Galli 
pointed out in his remarks, this has meant that even as 
the brand gains more market share, its margins contin-
ue to increase.

How has TTI achieved this? In general, this kind of 
activity occurs in situations where a tool can provide 
direct, measurable productivity gains. While this may 
be the case in part with Milwaukee tools, HNN believes 
there is another, more significant factor at work as well. 
This is something we might call “elasticity”.

Building and construction markets today are char-
acterised by two key factors: an ongoing shortage of 
skilled, qualified and reliable workers, especially during 
times when demand comes close to its peak; and 
short, sometimes sharp cycles in demand for building 
work, lasting as little as two to three years at times. 

The combination of these circumstances leaves 
many contracting firms with difficult choices when it 
comes to staffing. Do they staff at average demand, 
then struggle through peak times? Do they staff at 
close to peak demand, then put up with over-paying for 
workers during slack times?

The solution for many construction companies is 

https://goo.gl/PwMsnF
http://hbt.net.au/
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to concentrate on building a very competent, tight-knit 
group of workers who are capable of meeting tight 
deadline challenges when they need to. They create a 
supply of labour that has a degree of elasticity to it, in 
other words.

Part of creating this elasticity is making sure the 
construction workers have the best tools available to 
them. The shift in thinking is from regarding tools as a 
cost that needs to be minimised as much as possible, 
to viewing tools as a resource. To put that in slightly 
more technical financial management terms, spending 
on tools has moved from being a simple sunk cost to a 
means of more effectively leveraging labour costs.

A good indication of how this process works can be 
seen in the quite thorough review that the US website 
Pro Tool Reviews has made of the One-Key impulse 
driver and hammer drill.

http://goo.gl/LHHK9W

It is notable that the first task the reviewer, Clint De-
Boer, sets for the One-Key drill is mixing thinset mortar 
for a bathroom job. This is stretching the capacity of 
the drill to its maximum, as it needs to operate at low 
revs with maximum torque to achieve this kind of mix-
ing task. It is a task, in other words, that goes directly 
to how elastic the capacity of the drill can be in use. 

Why is this important? Imagine your construction 
crew is set to finish the 12 bathrooms on the third floor 
of an apartment build. The site management is sup-
posed to supply you with 240-volt power that day from 
an onsite generator, so you can use your corded mixers 
to mix the thinset for the tiling. The power doesn’t show 
up. You check, and find out someone else is using it, 
and it won’t be available until the afternoon. 

You can’t bring your own generator onsite because 
it would need to be checked and tagged first, which 
will take a few hours. What do you do to make sure 
your crew doesn’t fall behind in its work? You reach for 
your Milwaukee One-Key drill, and punch in the “mix” 
setting. Does it do as good a job as the corded mixer? 
No. Does it get the job done in the end? Yes.

Of course, equally, Milwaukee could be viewed 
as being potentially disruptive in the strict sense as 
regards Hilti, the high-end construction/industrial brand 
(which is a private Liechtenstein company). While Mil-
waukee products are not built to the same build stan-
dards as Hilti, it is arguably more advanced in terms of 
some of its electronics. 

Milwaukee’s real disruption for Hilti, however, would 
come from its networked software developments. Much 
of Hilti’s business originates with leased equipment, 
a service it extends down to even quite small fleets of 
tools. By the time the next evolution of One-Key is de-
veloped, it would not take much for TTI, or a company 

partnering with TTI, to offer similar but better services 
based on the network technology.

Software business
One of the hazards that TTI does face over the next 
two years comes simply from its entry into the software 
business. What is probably the world’s best-known 
tech venture capital business, Andreesen-Horowitz 
(known colloquially as “a16z”) has as its motto the 
statement “Software eats everything”. What a16z 
means by this is that in many cases when software is 
introduced as a part of a product line, it ends up deter-
mining many of the strategic decisions that get made.

In the case of TTI, as it enters this field, it faces two 
common strategic tensions, and one over-arching tech-
nical problem. The strategic tensions relate to produc-
ing an open versus a closed software system, and the 
relation between first-mover and second-mover advan-
tages. The core technical problem it needs to solve in 
the immediate future relates to networking.

Open and closed
It’s not surprising that TTI has chosen to follow 

a closed path to software development as a starting 
point. This means that only TTI’s own developers will 
be able to develop software that interacts with the 
Milwaukee cloud. Mr Galli in his remarks at the results 
presentation was quick to point out that the company 
plans on developing many apps, based on the good 
feedback they are receiving from early adopters. 

While that is great, it has to be said that the pace 
of development based on the developer-user loop of a 
closed system will be much slower than that of an open 
system. It’s the difference between getting feedback 
from 1000 users that gets acted on by 15 developers, 

Figure 12:Study of contractor shortages 
from 2014. https://goo.gl/ou2LRu

http://goo.gl/LHHK9W
https://goo.gl/ou2LRu
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and simply turning 2000 developers world-wide loose 
on developing new software. 

A good compromise, at least for the first year of 
One-Key, would be to make aspects of the Milwaukee 
cloud open for developers to access. For example, 
establishing a simple partial REST-based API that 
would allow access to the data contained in the inven-
tory, without delete or update operations, would enable 
companies to include that data on intranets and other 
internal services.

First and second movers
One aspect of open versus closed systems that 

needs to be considered is how this interplays with what 
are commonly referred to as “first mover” and “second 
mover” advantages. First mover advantages refer to 
the lead a company gets when it enters a field with a 
radically new technological advantage. Second mover 
advantages refer to advantages gained by riding the 
wave created by first movers.

A common play for second movers is to create an 
open version of a previously closed system. To put that 
into practical terms, as Stanley Black & Decker has 
built a “smart battery” system for both its DeWalt and 
Black & Decker lines of tools, we can expect a system 
similar to One-Key to be launched, at a guess, at the 
full-year results announcement in January 2017. If that 
system is open, or partially open, TTI would find itself 
facing off against those 2000 developers.

The networking problem
The ideal situation for Milwaukee One-Key tools is 

that they are connected to the network at all times. This 
means their approximate locations would be known, 
and they would be providing what amounts to real-time 
feedback to the network.

Given existing technology, TTI has settled for partial 
connectivity, which occurs whenever the One-Key tool 
is within Bluetooth range of a smartphone running the 
One-Key app. This problem of connectivity is core to 
the whole world of the Internet of Things (IoT) and no 
one has yet come up with a good solution. 

WiFi networks have better range than Bluetooth, 
but they usually require a centralised solution, with 
a core WiFi router set up somewhere. Another way 
of handing this is through a “mesh” network, where 
basically every tool seeks to form a network with every 
other tool. In that situation, only one tool would need to 
be connected to the internet (via a smartphone or other 
device) for every device in the mesh to be effectively 
connected to the internet.

Over the past 20 years, a number of highly unsuc-
cessful network protocols have been developed for use 
in home networks. Even given that most of the devices 

http://www.sympac.com.au/index.php/our-solutions.html
http://www.sympac.com.au/index.php/our-customers/sym-pac-case-studies.html
http://www.sympac.com.au/
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in these networks are fixed in place, the industry has 
not been able to settle on a universal standard.

More recently, Alphabet (aka Google) has released 
a standard that may answer many of the needs for IoT 
devices. Thread is a robust, encrypted, mesh network 
system based on readily available hardware chipsets 
with low power consumption:

http://goo.gl/Isk8PI

Conclusions
Most of the “problems” that TTI faces are good ones to 
have, and relate to the way it is opening up new areas 
of competition. That said, other tool manufacturers are 
likely to strengthen their position during 2016. 

It will be interesting to see what effect Lowe’s 
Kobalt 24-volt tools have in the North American mar-
ket, for example. While there is a limited range of these 
tools, and they are designed to appeal to a quite specif-
ic, narrow market, that market is one where Milwaukee 
Tool is deeply involved. 

The Bosch Green brand, which has seen a lack of 
development over the past two years, now appears to 
be undergoing a revitalisation. For example, the Bosch 
PSR 18V Brushless Cordless Drill Driver will be com-
peting head-to-head with the new Ryobi brushless drill, 
and it offers a unique approach to drill ergonomics. 

And, of course, there is DeWalt. DeWalt power tools 
rate well in comparison with Milwaukee power tools in 
many published tool tests. DeWalt did make it to mar-
ket with its cordless nailers before Milwaukee as well. 

DeWalt has also marketed a range of “smart bat-
teries” that have some features of One-Key in a less 
complex package. It seems near certain that DeWalt 
will launch a One-Key competitor by early 2017.

Yet, on the other hand, TTI continues to show true 
and surprising innovation in a range of areas. Unmen-
tioned in this results presentation was the one tool that 
has attracted a great deal of interest, the Ridgid Stealth 
Force Brushless 18V 3-Speed Pulse Driver. According 
to Pro Tools Review, not only is this a much quieter im-
pulse driver, it also outperforms standard impact drivers 
on most measures:

http://goo.gl/xW37wR

As Ridgid is a Home Depot-only brand from TTI, 
associated in some ways with AEG, it seems likely that 
we’ll see an oil-based pulse driver released in either the 
AEG or Milwaukee brands during 2016 (hopefully with 
improved thermal management). 

It seems likely that TTI will continue to surprise 
us with tools such as this one, with quite radical new 
technologies such as One-Key, and with the ongoing 
redevelopment of traditional tools, such as lighting, 
crescent wrenches, tape measures and levels.
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We are thrilled to announce another re-
cord-breaking year at TTI. Sales up 6%, 
but in local currency we were up 10.5%. 

Which means in the markets that we are targeting we 
are capturing market share like crazy. 

There is nobody in our industry that is growing any-
where this kind of rate. And of course the 10.5 reflects 
the floor-care miss in sales. So the power equipment 
part of our company was amazing. In fact power equip-
ment in local currency is up 16.8%. 

And it is true, Milwaukee is leading the charge, our 
Milwaukee business is on fire, is growing at rates that 
have never been seen in the industry. But our other 
power tool, power equipment businesses like Ryobi 

One+, our outdoor business, our AEG business, all of 
these businesses are growing beautifully throughout 
the world. 

So this was a rare year where we saw every geog-
raphy, every brand of the company in power equipment 
exceed expectations. We have an amazing compa-
ny-wide love of momentum today. I will talk about 
floor-care, floor-care is a very different situation, we are 
re-staging floor-care. We had some one-time issues 
as Horst [Pudwill, chairman of TTI]  pointed out, and 
we are also in the process of a very challenging shift 
from conventional floor-care products to cordless and 
to a new commercial line, and I will show you that in a 
moment.

Financials
Our sales geographically were a real highlight in 2015. 
Course North America up double-digits, but Europe up 
5% and that was after the floor-care situation. Europe 
was up strong double-digits in power equipment. And 
we see Western Europe as a massive growth oppor-
tunity for the company. We love developed markets 
where there is a focus on safety on the jobsite, and 
where the consumer that we sell to has the right level of 
disposable income to buy our high end products.

And of course the rest of the world – led by Austra-
lia, but not only Australia – was up 18.9%. 

As Frank pointed out our P&L was a record-break-
ing picture for 2015. Gross margin up yet again another 
50 basis points. That may be the most important metric 
in the presentation. We are growing this company at a 
double-digit rate while gross margin goes 
up, year after year. Frank, how many 
years in a row now? We’re talking seven 
years in a row. So we are capturing mar-
ket share, but we are not lowering price, 
we are raising price, year after year, and 
the gross margin keeps going up. 

That is an incredibly exciting end-re-
sult of a new product flow, and of a tech-
nology machine that we have here at TTI 
that none of our competitors can match. 
What we have done so far here is the just 
the beginning. You ain’t seen nothing yet. 
Because we have so much new product 
on the way that we are very confident 
that we can continue this kind of trend as 
we move into the future.

EBIT up 14 [percent] with the sales growth up 10 
[percent], so that shows good leverage, and our net 
profit up 18 [percent] again. Excellent leverage on the 
bottom-line. But, you know, we are still, we still have a 
long way to go.

So look at this chart. This is my favourite part of the 
presentation. It is again gross margin back to 2011. To 
go from 32.6 [percent] in a fiercely competitive industry, 
where our competitors have been in place for decades, 
and we are talking about large global companies like 
Makita in japan, Bosch in Germany, Stanley Black & 
Decker in the US. And here we are taking all this market 
share and driving the gross margin up to unprecedent-
ed levels. That is the most exciting and the most critical 
part of the results announcement. 

TTI Results Transcript
TTI CEO Joe Galli sells us on the future

Techtronic Industries CEO Joe Galli
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I can assure you that this chart, this trajectory is 
not going to stop.We really believe the next five years 
we will keep doing that same thing. Now some years 
we may go up 20 bps, some years 50 bps, some years 
maybe 70, but the gross margin in this company will 
keep going up as we grow. Where it ends up someday, 
we don’t know. Can we get to 38 or 40 we will see. But 
I can tell you this that every year you come to this pre-
sentation, you are going to see that moving up.

OK, so, working capital Frank mentioned that we 
put inventory in place by design to serve our custom-
ers. So we added five days of inventory. Why? Be-
cause we already have a reputation at TTI, which Horst 
created, of being the best service level, best supplier to 
retail partners like Home Depot. Or Bunnings in Aus-
tralia. And we have so much new product coming in 
the first half of this year, and we have so many com-
mitments from our retail partners that we just couldn’t 
take the chance, and we decided we would put the 
inventory in. So for me this is a very positive element 
of our announcement because it shows that we are not 
short-sighted. 

Our competitors will often cut off production 
towards the end of the year so they can show good 
inventory results to Wall Street. We think this is lunacy, 
this is insane. We are trying to impress our custom-
ers, and eventually our investors will understand that. 
And that is why we build the inventory. Will we do it 
again this year? I don’t know if it will go up from 86 
days. Maybe some years it will be 90, maybe it will go 
back down to 80. But remember what Frank said, the 
implication of that inventory build on our balance sheet 
is zero, because there is no impact, because with the 
suppliers we are now paying our bills in 84 days. 

Ten years ago we paid our bills in 20 days. So we 
now have such an aggressive purchasing organisation 

that we have been able to extract very favourable terms 
from our suppliers. And don’t think this is TTI being a 
bully, and being rough and tough with our suppliers. We 
are pretty good negotiators. But this is, when you show 
numbers where we are growing double-digit, the sup-
pliers say, “well of course we will accommodate your 
request, improve your terms.” 

All the other competitors in the power tool buisness 
are growing low single-digit. They talk about mid-single 
digit growth like it’s a big success. If we had mid-single 
digit, Horst would throw us out of room. We wouldn’t 
even accpet that kind of result. So suppliers look at us 
and say, this is a company that is growing like crazy, we 
want to be part of it, therefore we will put the inventory 
in to support the growth of the company.

And Frank, by the way, 17% working cap as a 
percent of sales is still three full points below the target 
that we set of 20. The best in class working capital as 
a percent of sales is 20. Most of our competitors are 
way above it. So we are at 17, so we are the best in the 
world at managing working capital. And we are doing 
that while we satisfy our customers, which is a great 
thing.

OK, so, we measure productivity a lot of ways, but 
the most basic way is to look at sales growth versus 
head count. Once again, our sales were up 10.5%, 
and headcount grew 2.2%. So we are not cutting back 
on heads that we need, but because the productivity 
programmes in our company are working so well, par-
ticularly in the manufacturing operations, we have been 
able to grow sales and hold headcount at a conserva-
tive rate. So this is a, there’s a lot of ways that compa-
nies show productivity. Most of them are very difficult 
to understand, by design, so you can’t understand it. 
This is simple. If sales grows faster than the  headcount 
then you know we are managing overhead effectively.

Growth
A highlight of our year, and we had a lot of highlights, 
and if I cover them all we won’t have time today, but 
a key highlight was our Milwaukee growth where we 
yet again exceeded 20%: 23.7% growth in Milwaukee 
power tools worldwide. This is in a mature industry 
where these kind of growth levels have never, never 
been seen. How we doing it? Well we are doing it with 
new product. We have so much new product coming 
into Milwaukee, largely cordless, largely high technol-
ogy cordless, that is well ahead of our competitors’ 
capabilities. With all those cordless products we are 
launching, we have been able to generate growth that, 
again, that you have never seen in the industry.

But don’t think that this is a one-time success. We 
are building a machine here at TTI that we believe is 

capable of delivering this kind of crazy growth – this 
is Silicon Valley kind of growth, this is not normal for a 
mature durables industry. This is the kind of stuff that 
you see from Apple and from the brilliant companies of 
Silicon Valley. We may not be based in Silicon Valley – 
Milwaukee Wisconsin is a long way from there. But the 
numbers and the new product flow and most impor-
tantly the culture of the company is that same kind of 
idea. So I can tell you that we are targeting this kind of 
growth over the next five years at Milwaukee. That is 
bold and you start adding up the numbers and it gets 
big fast – right Horst? But that is what we are commit-
ted to. And we have the new product flow in place to 
achieve that. So it is a very exciting time for our Mil-
waukee business.
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Now, if you look at Milwaukee around the world, 
most people think that is just a US phenomenon, 
you guys are strong at Home Depot, the US is the 
key market for TTI. And that is true, we are very, very, 
strong in the US and Canada, where Home Depot is 
based. Home Depot is a brilliant partner of ours, they 
do a fabulous job of marketing our products. I think our 
chairman was clairvoyant in deciding to focus on Home 
Depot 15 years ago, with the strategy of going exclu-
sive with Home Depot in the US and Canadian market, 
and that has paid off for us fantastically, and you can 
see that 24.6% growth is pretty good. 

However in Europe where we are – where Milwau-
kee was an afterthought brand five years ago, Europe 
was up 24%. This is a market where every headline 
says, Europe is slowing down, the economy is bad, 
there is one issue after another in the European Union, 
and we are up 24%. We don’t let our managers read 
these headlines anymore, we cancelled all newspaper 
subscriptions, we just want people focused on new 
product, right Horst, so we ... sometimes it is best not 
to look at some of these gloom and doom headlines, 
because we have so much new product and it is so 
exciting that we are leading a stampede and a revolu-
tion away from corded tools to cordless. Therefore it 
doesn’t matter what the economy does, if we continue 
to do the strategy you will continue to see numbers like 
this. 

And rest of world, up 15.5%. We are very excited 
about a focused strategy to develop Milwaukee in Asia, 
in Australia, in certain parts of Latin America, but it is 
very focused. There are a lot of markets that we are 
not focused on. For example, we are not in Brazil. In 
fact we pulled out of Brazil, five years ago, we thought 
was too risky. All of our competitors raced in and they 
have invested big-time in Brazil, and we will see what 
happens. But i like our position of not being in.

We have also been very conservative about China. 
We manufacture in China, but we really don’t sell much 
in China. Now that the economy in China has correct-
ed, our competitors have perhaps over-invested in 
China, and we have no issues that we will lose nothing 
in China, right Frank?

Same with Russia. Our competitors went into 
Russia, it was the thing to do. BRIC, you know, Bra-
zil Russia, India China. We decided to be very, very 
conservative in Russia. If we can’t collect our roubles 
on time, we didn’t deal with the distributors. And that 
is why we have had the least amount of time, in the 

Russian theatre versus any of our competitors. Anyhow, 
I like our geographic strategy a lot.

So this is again, a great statement about our com-
pany across the board, because every brand of power 
equipment was up nicely. Milwaukee was up 23, but all 
the tool businesses collectively were up 16.8. So think 
about that: 16.8% growth with the headlines you are 
reading worldwide on the economic environment, this is 
pretty incredible. 

The momentum we have right now on Ryobi One+ 
is amazing. This brand has become the number one 
brand of DIY power tools in the world today. And more 
importantly, the Ryobi brand has become the number 
one brand of DIY cordless products in the world today. 
There was a time when Bosch or Black & Decker held 
that position of leadership. Today it is not even close. 
We have developed a dominant, overarching platform 
of cordless products called Ryobi One + that is selling 
like crazy, and growing in all the continents where we 
sell these products. 

Even AEG, which was referred to as “graveyard 
brand” 10 years ago when we bought it, meaning it 
was a brand that was on its legs. You get the metaphor, 
right? Suddenly, AEG has been electrified by our teams 
in Australia and Europe. AEG is now growing and has a 
very important position in the company.

We have a sister brand in the US which is a Home 
Depot captive brand, and AEG and that sister brand 
work beautifully together. And by the way, let’s not 
forget outdoor. So TTI is today the world’s number one 
lithium cordless outdoor company. So, the whole world 
sells outdoor products that are petrol or AC. We were 
pioneers here. And let me tell you, sometimes when 
you are a pioneer it is not so easy, because retailers 
don’t want to focus on it. Even our own company strug-
gled with some of the vision we had for cordless out-
door. But today, TTI is by far the number one cordless 
outdoor power equipment company in the world. 

Our timing in impeccable because suddenly people 
realise that pulling a cord and having fumes with the 
petrol powered string trimmer and rushing to the gas 
station every weekend, and having the noise level that 
is impossible for your neighbours, people are realis-
ing that if they just buy a Ryobi lithium cordless string 
trimmer, there is no noise, it starts instantly, there are 
no trips to the petrol station. You end up with a much 
better experience for the user. So outdoor has become 
a major growth driver for the company.
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New products
Let me give you some highlights on new products. 
Apologise in advance because we have so many new 
products rolling out that you will see some things that 
are new that aren’t going to be covered in this pre-
sentation. That’s a high-class problem! I’ll try to cover 
highlights here but I can promise you that I’m going to 
leave out a lot of new product that we’re going to roll 
out on the market this year, and there is a lot. 

So, the most important new product that we’ve ever 
developed is Milwaukee FUEL. This is a line of cordless 
products positioned at the very high end of the market. 
In the ionosphere. These are the highest priced prod-
ucts on the market. They feature a brushless motor and 
more electronics on board than you have in your iPad. 
These sophisticated high-technology cordless products 
have swept the jobsites worldwide. You cannot believe 
how fast contractors are abandoning their USD99 Ni-
cad throwaway cordless drills and they are moving right 
to a USD249 FUEL advanced electronic-based brush-
less motor product.

The momentum in this line at a very high price point 
is staggering. We have never seen anything like it. Our 
competitors, we launched our first version of FUEL four 
years ago, and our competitors this past year launched 
products that they said were comparable to FUEL. 
Brushless motors, some electronics. But a month after 
our competitors launched their version of FUEL, we 
launched Generation II, which is 50% better than the 
ones we started with. So the competitors took four 
years to launch products that were almost as good. 
Now they are back in a difficult position. This is why we 
are taking so much market share in cordless. And I can 
assure you we are already working on Generation III, IV, 
and V. We have a bold vision when it comes to cord-
less. We are going to be the global leader in cordless, in 
the high-end price point, mid price point, and DIY price 
point with Ryobi. That is a clear focus of the company.

This year we are launching a couple of amazing 
additions to the FUEL family, the FUEL platform. The 
first are these revolutionary cordless nailers. So, histori-
cally on a jobsite, a wood-based jobsite, where you are 
building homes out of wood. Historically you would buy 
a nailer that was fired with a pneumatic, with a hose, 

with a compressor. So these are pneumatic nailers. So 
you had a nailer that was tethered to an unwieldy pneu-
matic cord, the cord, the hose, the hose connected to 
a compressor, which had to be fired by a generator, 
so the compressor which is noisy and huge and heavy 
and expensive, the compressor had to be connected 
to a generator, because a jobsite doesn’t have power. 
So now you have two large, unwieldy, expensive, dated 
power sources to drive nails in wood. 

We eliminate all that with a cordless nailer that has 
the same kind of performance as one of those tethered 
nails, except there is no compressor, there is no gener-
ator. This thing is so fast you can’t believe it. When us-
ers try this nailer they won’t give it back, they won’t put 
it down. It is so jam-free and so quick that it changes 
the way people look at not only nailers but cordless in 
general. I think this is going to trigger the next stam-
pede from corded to cordless. I think when people see 
we can do a nailer in cordless that is this good, they 
are going to realise that the days of the corded power 
equipment products are over. We are going to launch 
that this spring, it is very exciting.

We also are proud to continue to expand the FUEL 
brushless motor platform. You know we have the 
broadest line of brushless motor tools by far. In fact, 
that is our current line of 18-volt. I think our competitors 
have about 10 tools that are brushless. We have 50 on 
the way to 500. And when we get to 500 we will go to 
1000. We are just getting started. Our competitors view 
this as a necessary evil, and we view this as the iPhone, 
the future. We don’t want to make landlines anymore, 
we’re not making payphones anymore, we are focused 
on the smartphone market, which is FUEL.

We also have the only line of sub-compact brush-
less motor products. No one is even attempted to 
do this yet. The reason is it is really hard to take a 
brushless motor, shrink it and put it in a sub-compact 
tool and get the power and the runtime that the user 
demands. But we’ve done it here nine times and we 
have another 30 of these on the way. So that will give 
us almost an exclusive position in the sub-compact 
market which is large and growing.

One-Key
This year we are enhancing the FUEL platform with 
something that is really revolutionary, and it is called 
One-Key. So for the first time we have a line of power 
tools. And really in the whole power equipment in-
dustry, this program is the first time you have a digital 
Bluetooth-controlled line of power tools. So we have 

created a unique Milwaukee “cloud”. 
If you buy a One-Key tool  — and we have six of 

them today, and we will have 100 of them in 3 years — 
if you buy any of our One-Key tools, which are really 
FUEL power tools that have this Bluetooth capability 
and these electronics onboard, suddenly you can take 
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that iPhone and if you’re an electrical contractor in Sili-
con Valley, and you have 1000 trucks on the road, with 
that one iPhone the manager of that construction firm 
can set the torque, the rpms, the Watts-out, whatever 
metric is needed for the jobsite. 

This takes all the guesswork out of this for the end 
user, and you can set it one time at headquarters. You 
can track every tool in your fleet. If you have 20,000 
tools, and you are the purchasing manager for a big 
contracting company, you can track the whole thing on 
one iPhone on the Milwaukee app with our cloud. There 
are literally hundreds of Apps being developed right 
now for our tools with the iPhone or other smartphone 
capability. There are hundreds of apps. Contractors 
when they see this - it’s interesting. We have presented 
this to many, many big users around the world, and in-
evitably they come up with ideas we didn’t think of. So 
what we have created here is kind of an open platform 
that we want contractors to share their ideas with us, 
and we are going to turn those ideas into apps. 

Now the Milwaukee cloud is exclusive, the technol-
ogy we have in the tools is bullet proof, protected and 
impossible to replicate, and we think we are way ahead 
of our competitors here in this kind of mindset. But we 
also want the users to feel like they can help us design 
apps because this is an emerging industry. So it is a 
very exciting time.

You know it is interesting, in the old days in power 
tools, and I hate to say this because I date myself, but I 
started in the industry in 1980. What was I 10? Anyhow, 
in 1980, the engineering in power tools was key. But 
the engineering back then was, you know, you hired 
electrical engineers, mechanical engineeers, a metal-

lurgist or two, some industrial designers. When Ni-cad 
came along you hired some chemical engineers, and 
that is what an R&D department looked like, was that 
group of traditional engineering graduates. 

Today, those, all those engineers are still in place in 
the company, but the most important, the fastest grow-
ing part of our technical environment at TTI, is the soft-
ware development engineer. The same graduate that is 
working on social media apps for the iPhone is who we 
are after to design these capabilities for the tools. Of 
course, these graduates are in incredible demand, they 
are hard to get, but maybe there is an advantage to not 
being in Silicon Valley. Because if we were in Silicon 
Valley we would have a lot of competition for the same 
engineer. 

But let me tell you, Milwaukee Wisconsin, we look 
pretty good if you are a software development engi-
neer and you don’t want to move out West. There is a 
method to the madness here, and we have been wildly 
successful at attracting brilliant young software devel-
opment engineers who could easily go to one of the 
Silicon Valley companies. But not everybody wants to 
go out West. I can tell you that when you visit our R&D 
centres, it is going to look very different than it used to. 
It is going to look like a Millennial-based environment, 
nothing is traditional about this. But that is how you 
attract the talent that we need to pull this off.

Anyhow you are going to here a lot about One-Key 
as time goes on. Home Depot was very kind and they 
shared their excitement at One-Key in their results 
announcement – and their results were spectacular – 
and we rolled this out last month, and the products are 
selling like crazy. So very exciting.

Lighting
OK. Believe me, One-Key is not the only interesting 
thing that we have rolled out. We have created a line of 
lighting products powered by Milwaukee batteries that 
we believe will revolutionise the whole notion of lighting 
on the jobsite. So if you think of a jobsite, contractors 
are working in the evenings, there is a lot indoor work 
where there is not power, so you need lighting on the 
jobsite. Historically with incandescent bulbs of fluores-
cent bulbs, the lighting was limited. Cordless lighting 
would be limited. There just wasn’t enough – lights just 
were not bright enough and capable enough to really 
light up a jobsite. 

But with the LED lighting technology, we are now 
able to put a light on the job site, that is powered 
by Milwaukee batteries, and it will replace a genera-
tor-powered light that costs five times as much and 
is noisy and has all sorts of other issues. We have 
launched these lights last year, and we cannot keep 

them in stock, it is unbelievable. So these are not really 
power tools, there are no motors in these. These are 
lights, flashlights. So the flashlight used to be USD9.99. 
This flashlight is USD249. And we can’t keep them in 
stock. And I think that lighting will become a business 
within TTI that has immense potential. And the beauty 
is that the same battery in the drill is the one in these 
flashlights, these lights. So the platform becomes even 
more embedded. And we believe our position becomes 
even more unassailable versus our competition as time 
goes on. Anyhow you are going to hear a lot about 
lighting in the future.

OK. We are not going to abandon our core user, 
which is plumbers. In fact we have so much cool new 
product coming for the plumber that we think we are 
going to change the way they do their job on these 
plumbing jobsites. Same with the electrician. The 
second most important vertical historically for Milwau-
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kee was the electrician, commercial or residential. We 
have all sorts of cool innovations for the electrician. 
Of course, all the One-Key and FUEL products work 
beautifully for the plumber and the electrician. And of 

course, plumbers and electricians tend to work in dark 
areas in buildings so the lighting is appropriate there 
too. So there is a lot for our core users.

Accessories
Our accessories team has done a magnificent job of 
re-inventing categories that have been around forever. 
This is a next generation Shockwave, these are screw-
driver bits that will withstand the unbelieveable amount 
of torque you will get out of a Milwaukee impact driver. 
These screwdriver bits, which have a beautifully de-
signed red coating around the ductile part of the bit, 
where it will flex but not break. 

These are uniquely designed products, this is our 
second generation. It is the number one line of growing 
screwdriver bits that is in the world today, and it has 
a lot of potential. We also developed these titanium 
nitride coated drill bits, titanium nitride happens to be 
gold – well you can make it gold if you are smart, and 
therefore it is a little easier to market. And the Titanium 
nitride add lubricity to the drill bit, so the drill bit will last 
longer, drill faster with less heat — lubricity is a good 
thing for a drill bit. 

However we have added a new unique capability. 
We have a hex shank so that you can pop these drill 
bits in an impact driver, not just the drill but an impact 
driver, and we also incorporated Shockwave technolo-
gy, so these bits are ductile where they would normally 
break. So instead of snapping the drill bit, which hap-
pens all the time, the bit will give a little bit, then keep 
on going. We launched this couple of months ago, and 
who would think you could re-invent the drill bit? The 
drill bit has been around for a long time. But we have, 
and when you do that, you disrupt the market and there 
is a lot of profitable growth potential for TTI. 

The tape measure business is new for us. We got 
into this space four years ago. Our largest competitor 
has a dominant position, that is going to change, we 
are going to attack this market globally with an array of 
products that we think represent superior designs. We 
have very competitive pricing, and let’s face it, our tape 
measures are beautiful. Who could resist tape mea-
sures that look this much better than our competitor’s. 
I didn’t put the competitor’s slide up, I don’t want to be 
too mean. But if you the competitor’s tape measures 
you would walk right past them in the store and you 
would buy the ones up on this slide. So anyhow we will 
launch that this year. 

We have a line of chalk reels. This is a traditional 

product, you know, snap reels, you snap a string on 
the jobsite and you lay chalk down and the contractor 
knows where to put the foundation etc. We have re-en-
gineered these with planetary gears and replaceable 
front-ends and our products are dramatically better 
than the products that have been on the market for 
years. It is a a real step forward for us. 

Of course we now have work gloves. These gloves 
will keep you safe, and people buy them not only for 
the safety but people really do like to show that Mil-
waukee badge off. If you are a contractor, you want 
people that you are a Milwaukee guy. You know, they 
get tattoos, but the problem is you can’t see the tattoo 
at the jobsite (laughter). And I have a lot of pictures that 
people send me of the tattoos, but I really don’t think 
I should show them here because they are in funny 
places (laughter). 

But the gloves are an interesting addition to the 
company. And really this is our first safety product. So 
if you think of a jobsite, what are we doing? We are 
surrounding the jobsite with lighting, which is new, 
safety equipment, which is new. You can see that these 
are categories that have hundreds of millions of dollars 
of potential, and we just have put our toe in the water, 
we are just getting started here. This is why we are so 
optimistic about our growth. There is lots and lots of 
potential in all these categories for Milwaukee to grow.

Ok, so we have also attacked a couple of tradition-
al markets. These are markets that nobody thought 
you could disrupt. The pipe wrench which has been 
around 100 year, we have a new pipe wrench which is 
a category that the plumbers all use. We have designed 
a line of pipe wrenches that disrupts the market with 
our price at a premium. They have superior features. 
The people we showed them to love them. So we will 
roll out our pipe wrenches this year. We have a line of 
adjustable pliers. This is known in the US as a crescent 
wrench, we have a better crescent wrench than Cres-
cent. So we will take some market share there. Another 
traditional category.

And of course we have our Inkzall markers. These 
markers target the jobsite with superior ink and all sorts 
of other features that the contractors like. We are selling 
an awful lot of markers with the Milwaukee brand.
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Hand tools
Our hand tool family, if you remember back four 

years ago, we just entered the hand tool market when 
we acquired Stilletto, we acquired HART, and we had a 
very tiny hand tool business worldwide. We had shared 
that our vision was to develop a billion dollar platform in 
TTI with hand tools. When we used to say that people 
would chuckle and laugh at us and say, my goodness, 
Stanley [Black & Decker] has [USD] 2.5 billion in hand 
tools, you guys are crazy. People aren’t laughing so 
much anymore, because if you look at this slide, this 
is what we’ve done in four years. I can assure you that 
people who worked on all those products are busy right 
now in a padded secret chamber working on another 
500 hand tool products. We will build a very large hand 
tool platform in the company. Mostly sold under Mil-
waukee, but not exclusively Milwaukee.

OK, we bought a company two years ago that has 
turned out to be a fantastic success. The company is 

called Empire, Empire was the No 1 level company in 
North America. This business has doubled since we 
bought it. We have improved the manufacturing capa-
bility and we are about to roll out some really exciting 
new product for levels. 

Every jobsite has a level. You know it is funny. Ten 
years ago we all thought the level would be obsolete 
and people would go with electronic devices and shoot 
lasers across the room. There is not one jobsite you 
can visit in the world today, not one single jobsite on 
any continent that does not have levels, and usually 
there are four or five of them. People buy the electron-
ic devices, but they still want that level. Contractors 
have learned that it is pretty important that the house 
be straight, or the building, or bad things happen. We 
are going to pioneer one innovation after another in the 
level market, and this acquisition which we didn’t talk 
much about has turned out to be wildly successful. 

Power tools
I told you already about AEG, this is a brand, this was 
a graveyard brand. The funeral was complete, and it 
was about to be lowered in its resting place, and the 
European team revived it, beautifully, and our Austra-
lian team took that revival, and took it to another level, 
and suddenly AEG is a growing brand in the company. 
And it gives us a price point below Milwaukee, above 
Ryobi, so that we don’t have to ever get too aggressive 
on pricing with Milwaukee. When our competitors get 
desperate at the end of a quarter and they want to write 
big order and all that, we don’t have to react with our 
premium brand we can do it with AEG. And AEG has a 
sister brand in the US that we work with Home Depot 
on. So it is really a global platform that has worked 
really well.

OK, Ryobi is the number one as I mentioned, num-
ber one line of DIY tools in the world, and we are going 
to strengthen that with the launch of our first brushless 
DIY product, the 18-volt Ryobi brushless drill. It is not 
a FUEL, but it outperforms any DIY cordless drill in the 
world, and it is not even close. This is a very sophisti-
cated product. We are actually launching it in Europe 
where the user has a higher level of sophistication, and 
is prepared to pay a much higher premium over con-
ventional cordless drills. That will roll out this year. 

The Ryobi One + program, people might remember 
back when Horst started with this, this was a very small 
family of blue tools with very basic capabilities. That 
has led to a massive sprawling range of Ryobi One + 
tools with the best looking colour in industrial design in 
the industry. We have the only over-arching platform of 

DIY cordless, because our outdoor products, like the 
lawnmower, and our indoor products like the drill, all 
work with the same battery. In the lifestyle products, 
like the fan or the radio, all work with the same battery. 

None of our competitors have figured this out. 
This is inexplicable to us, it is mind-boggling. It seems 
basic that you would have a DIY line that all would have 
the same charger and battery. But there are so many 
orphan platforms, so a competitor they fire a product 
manager that misses her numbers, they put a new 
product manager in, and the first thing the new prod-
uct manager does is to say “I’m going to change the 
platform”. So we have competitors with dozens of plat-
forms in the DIY space, and we have one, one platform. 
We have been incredibly disciplined for 15 years, and 
it is paying off like crazy. So anyhow that is the Ryobi 
One+ program. We enjoyed great growth last year, this 
year will be even better.

Ok in outdoor we have taken One+ and turned 
it into a really outstanding lightweight, compact and 
affordable outdoor cordless products. So not all users 
need a giant lawnmower or string trimmer with a heavy, 
expensive petrol or even lithium motor and battery. 
These products are lightweight, we just launched 
another generation, they are selling like crazy, and 
really for many, many of the homes in Europe or North 
America, this is plenty of power and it does the job for 
the users. So we are really excited about that, especial-
ly since these batteries are the same batteries we sell in 
our drills.

We also have a 40-volt platform for outdoor. This 
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platform gives you the same run-time as a full tank of 
petrol. So if you take that lawnmower and you charge 
the battery, that run time on that battery is the same as 
a full tank of petrol on the same lawnmower. So peo-
ple’s objection to cordless historically in outdoor has 
been “I need more run time”. But now that is over. And 
you don’t need to run to the gas station and buy more 
petrol. You just go to your garage and get your second 
battery which is fully charged and pop it in, and you 

can double the runtime. Again, without the noise, the 
fumes and the aggravating pull start that becomes an 
issue as the petrol product ages. This 40-volt has a lot 
of promise and is selling like crazy.

So we have become the dominant supplier of 
pressure washers, both electric and petrol. The pres-
sure washer category is a significant business in North 
America and Europe. 

Floor-care
And to wrap it up, floor-care. We have given a lot of 
thought and put together a very disciplined long term 
strategy long term roadmap to turn this business 
into one that delivers consistent improving results. 
Floor-care will never have the margins of Milwaukee. 
It doesn’t have to. All we have to do is improve it year 
after year, and it will contribute to the company.

So there are two things we are doing at floor-care. 
The first is cordless. We are obsessed with cordless. 
Cordless is the future. We are going to move very 
fast away from the corded platform we have today, in 
Hoover and in Vax, which is over in Europe, and we are 
going to move to a cordless platform. So this is pain-
ful, when you do this you disrupt your own range. You 
know it is hard, if you look at the Innovator’s Dilemma, 
the famous book, it is tough to obsolete what you sell. 
But if we don’t do this, we will never get floor-care 
where it needs to be, and we just decided that we are 
moving forward fast, and we are going to turn as much 
of floor-care as we can into cordless. 

And the second thing, which might be the biggest 
opportunity in floor-care is commercial. If you think 
where Milwaukee is with TTI and Ryobi, Hoover and 

Orck and Vax commercial could be the same thing to 
our consumer vac business. We have hired a dedicat-
ed team that know what they are doing on commer-
cial cleaning. We have a really cool technology called 
“Hushtone”. Hushtone is a line of vacs, corded and 
cordless that are so quiet that if the cleaning service 
in your office is vacuuming outside of your office, you 
won’t hear it. If you are in a hotel, and you are trying 
to sleep when the housekeepers are cleaning up the 
rooms, you won’t hear it. 

So we think that the Hush Tone - and this was not 
easy to develop, and it is not cheap, it is not for the 
homeowner because it is expensive  - but we think as 
time goes on the Hush Tone combined with cordless 
will give us a commercial opportunity for growth in 
floor-care that our competitors don’t have. 

So we’re pleased to share these record setting 
results with you. I know there will be a few questions on 
floor-care and stuff. Our floor-care situation is as Horst 
said is non-recurring in nature. We have a good plan. 
But let’s not forget the 80% of the company that just 
delivered amazing, spectacular, record setting results. 
Again. After last year’s results. 

Conclusion
And before I open up for questions, we really don’t 
much guidance to the investment community, but I can 
give you broad-based guidance. The next five years 
in the company are going to look just like the last five 
years. There is so much new product coming you can’t 
believe. You can do the calculations and figure that out. 
But I can promise you the same people who engineered 

all these amazing new products, they’re not on holiday 
right now, they are working on a whole other wave of 
products, and it is really our competitor’s nightmare. 
There is so much coming now you can’t believe it. 

So I have never felt more optimistic about the future 
of TTI, I have been here now almost ten years. So just 
wait until you see what we do in the next five years.
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US-based paints and coatings company 
Valspar has reported reduced earnings for 
the first quarter of its FY 2015/16. While 

broadly inline with guidance and expectations, 
sales and earnings were tipped lower by a com-
bination of circumstances.

Overall company sales came in at USD885.8 
million, a decline of 12.7% over the previous corre-
sponding period (pcp), which was the first quarter 
of FY 2014/15. The company reports results sepa-
rately for two segments: paints and coatings. Sales 
for paints were USD291.1 million, down 19.7% 
over the pcp. Earnings before interest and taxation 
(EBIT) for paints was USD4.5 million for the quarter, 
a fall of 28.2%.

Valspar reports that product line performance 
showed percentage decline in volume and sales 
(without the effects of foreign exchange fluctuations) in 
the double digits for North America and Asia, while in 
Australia percentage volume declined at double digits, 
but percentage sales declined at only a mid-single digit 
rate. In his remarks during the analyst presentation, 
the company’s chief financial officer, Jim Muehlbauer, 
indicated that overall paints volumes declined by 20% 
and sales declined by 15%, excluding fluctuations in 
exchange rates.

Sales for the coatings part of the business were 
USD 543.6 million, down 9.9% on the pcp. EBIT for 
coatings was USD96.8 million, an increase of 6.4%.

In his opening remarks at the presentation of the 
results to analysts, the company’s chief financial officer, 
Jim Muehlbauer outlined several basic causes behind 
the poor numbers Valspar produced for the quarter.

The first set of causes were ones that were out-
lined by Mr Muehlbauer in his remarks on the previous 
quarter (fourth quarter of FY 2014/15). A Valspar-pro-
vided transcript of that event shows him as stating the 
following:

The first quarter will be our most challenging pe-
riod during the year from a comparison perspec-
tive. This is driven by several factors. First, the US 
dollar strengthened as we move through fiscal 
2015. Therefore, we currently expect the biggest 
FX headwinds to occur in Q1.

Second, as you know, we have one more quarter 
until we fully annualise the impact of the change at 
Lowe’s. Third, we are facing difficult comparisons 

in the coatings segment when volumes were up 
10% in the first quarter of fiscal 2015. And finally, 
interest expense in Q1 will be up year-over-year, 
driven purely by the timing of our bond issuances 
in 2015.

“The change at Lowe’s” refers to US-based big-box 
home improvement retailer Lowe’s de-ranging Valspar’s 
premium paints in favour of those of Sherwin-Williams, 
a change that took place as of March 2015. Annual 
sales losses for Valspar at the time were calculated as 
being around USD170 million.

Added to these predicted negative factors is what 
Valspar has described as an incremental downwards 
adjustment in the inventory of its paints held by retailers 
in North America. Mr Muehlbauer also stated that the 
double-digit percentage growth of volumes in Asia and 
Australia for the pcp also helped to make the current 
performance seem poor by comparison.

On a more positive note, sales were boosted by the 
company’s acquisition of Quest Specialty Chemicals, 
Inc. in mid-2015. Valspar also reported that its new 
channel in Europe, with sales through Kingfisher’s B&Q, 
were going well. Valspar’s CEO, Gary Hendrickson, also 
expressed some optimism for the development of sales 
through the cooperative Ace Hardware chain in the US:

Ace is on track. The key dimension of the Ace 
program that we talked about last year that we 
needed to improve was the penetration of the 
Valspar brand into the overall mix of paint that’s 
sold in Ace stores. That’s improving. That’s been 
on a good trend and we’re about 500 basis points 
higher in that penetration today than we were at 
this time last year.

Valspar Q1 2015/16 results
Loss of Lowe’s distribution hurts bottom line

Q1 2015/16 Valspar Results
USD millions

Category 2015/16 
Q1

2014/15 
Q1

Change

Sales revenue 886 1015 -12.70%
Gross profit 319 338 -5.62%
EBIT 94.0 116.9 -19.59%
Adjusted net 
income 53.0 70.9 -25.25%

Earnings per 
share (diluted) $0.66 $0.85 -22.53%
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The company also reported that sales volume had 

increased in its channels outside of Lowe’s.
The company sought to minimise the impact of 

factors such as the inventory decline on the overall per-
formance of the company. In responding to an analyst’s 
question, Mr Muehlbauer said:

I mean, it’s Q1 we’re outside of paint season. It’s 
not unusual for us or others to have small changes 
at inventory between the quarters. Key thing for us 
is that our sell-through plans for the quarter came 
in line with expectations. Outlook for the balance 
of the year hasn’t changed. So, we know that, as 
time goes on, inventories will match sell-through 
to keep product availability where it needs to be 
with our retail partners. So, you’re going to have 
these timing adjustments once in a while. And we 
look forward to those inventories returning back to 
more normalised levels.

Masters and Valspar
Asked by an analyst what the impact of the sale of 
Masters by Woolworths would be on Valspar, Mr Hen-
drickson replied:

On a total company basis, Bob, it’s de minimis. 
For the Australia consumer business, it was about 
$20 million of sales last year. So – also, the de 
minimis impact, given what we can do in terms of 
restructuring to deal with the smallish loss. So no 
impact in Australia that’s of significance. Absolute-
ly no impact to the corporation.

And let’s see what happens. I mean, it’s not – I 
don’t believe that a decision has been made to 
shutter the doors on Masters. We’re still support-
ing them. We’re still selling them paint. And 
we’re in a wait -and-see mode like everyone 
else is.

It is worth looking back to Valspar’s unusual 
2014 Investor Day presentation to see what high 
hopes the company did have at one time for its 
relationship with Masters. A slide from that pre-
sentation is shown in Figure 1.

B&Q
Asked about how the relationship with B&Q 

was progressing, Mr Henrickson replied:

Both we and B&Q are extremely pleased with 
the progress that we’ve made. And we thus 
far believe that this is a replicable program 
through other parts of the Kingfisher organisa-
tion. And I’ll just say that I think if we continue 
to execute well, we’ll be given the opportunity.

Analysis
While much of what Valspar has to say about its market 
conditions, and the unfortunate concurrence of a range 
of events which have decreased its earnings for this 
quarter, the overall picture shows a company that is not 
yet performing brilliantly. Looking back over the previ-
ous four quarters (which are the quarters affected by 
the loss of some business to Lowe’s), and comparing 
that to the four quarters before that, we get the chart 
shown in Figure 2.

Sales for the previous four quarters (year-to-date) 
come in at USD4263.6, and for the four quarters prior 
to that at USD4661.2, meaning there is a USD398 
million decline. If we take out the 6% of adverse effect 
from currency fluctuations, sales would have been 
USD4519.4 million, down by USD142 million on prior 
four quarters. 

While in the end projections are not that relevant, as 
Valspar is in the process of being acquired by Sher-
win-Williams, the indications in these results would be 
that it would have taken more than a couple of years for 
Valspar to recover from its loss of the Lowe’s business.

Figure 1: Presentation slide detail

Figure 2: Comparative YTD quarters
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US-based paint manufacturer and retailer 
The Sherwin-Williams Company (Sherwin) 
has reported a record year for its FY 2015. 

Sales increased to USD11,339.3 million, up by 
1.89% over sales for the previous corresponding 
period (pcp), which was FY 2014.

Gross profit rose by 7.64% over the pcp to 
hit USD5559.2 million, and earnings before inter-
est and taxation (EBIT) rose by 23.11% to reach 
USD1549 million. These results were achieved 
despite what the company claims as a 3.3% drag 
on profits brought about by unfavourable currency 
exchange rates. 

The result for FY 2015 saw gross margin come 
in at 49.0%, up from 46.4% in the pcp. Sherwin 
stated the increase was driven by increased productiv-
ity gains through higher volume, as well as a reduction 
in raw material costs.

Division results
Much of the increase in sales and underlying EBIT was 
brought about by the good performances of the com-
pany’s Paint Stores Group (PSG) and its Consumer 
Group (CG). PSG sales revenue was USD7209 million, 
up by 5.22% over the pcp, while profit increased by 
19.32% to reach USD1433.5 million.

Sales were boosted by the strong performance of 
architectural paints. Like-for-like sales were up by 4.2% 
for the year over the pcp. Profit was primarily driven 
by increased volume. Profit margin was 19.9% for the 
year, up from 17.5% in the pcp. A total of 83 new stores 
were opened during 2015, bringing the total number of 
stores worldwide to 4086.

For CG, sales rose by 11.06% over the pcp to 
reach USD1578 million. Profit for CG came in at 
USD308.8, up by 22.14% over the pcp. A strong driver 
of growth for the year was the introduction of Sherwin’s 
HGTV HOME line of paint through US-based big box 
home improvement retailer Lowe’s.

The fourth quarter of 2015 was particularly strong 
for profits at CG. In the quarter sales rose by 13.63% 
over Q4 2014 to reach USD314.6 million, while profit for 
CG in the quarter came in at USD50.9, up by 67.86% 
over Q4 2014. Profit margin was 19.6% for the year, up 
from 17.8% in the pcp. Sherwin stated that much of the 
boost to profit came from operating efficiencies.

The Global Finishes Group saw its sales decline 
by 7.9% over the pcp to USD1916 million for FY 2015. 

Sherwin states that, correcting for unfavourable ex-
change rates, the sales declined by 0.4%. Profit for this 
division rose by 0.37% over the pcp to reach USD201.9 
million. Unfavourable currency exchange rates were 
offset by decreases in the costs of raw materials.

The company’s Latin America Coatings Group was 
negatively affected by both currency exchange and 
lower volumes of paint sales, but boosted by increases 
in prices. For FY 2015 sales declined by 18.2% over 
the pcp to reach USD631 million. Profit fell steeply, by 
54.3% to reach USD18.5 million. Profit was affected by 
increases in raw material costs.

Material costs
In his introductory remarks, newly appointed Sherwin 
CEO John Morikis predicted that input costs for the 
company would decrease in 2016, but by less than 9%. 
In response to a question from an analyst, Bob Wells, 
senior vice president corporate communications, went 
into more detail on the costs of raw materials:

We think that there could be some benefit in the 
petrochemical side of the basket maybe as much 
as we saw in 2015. We think that, we saw a pretty 
big move in TiO2 in 2015 and we’re unlikely to see 
that figure move in 2016.

Mr Wells expanded further on this comment in 
replay to another analyst:

We do expect to continue to see benefit from raw 
materials and we’ve commented that on the oil 
side it does take longer for a drop in propylene 
and ethylene to work its way through the acrylic 
chain and actually get to market. So there’s prob-
ably more tailwind on that side of the basket in the 

Sherwin-Williams FY 2015
Company powers ahead with Lowe’s distribution

2015 Sherwin-Williams Results
USD millions

Category 2015 2014 Change

Net sales 
revenue 11,339.3 11,129.5 1.89%

Gross profit 5559.2 7.64%
EBIT 1549.0 1258.2 23.11%
Net income 1053.8 865.9 21.70%
Earnings per 
share (diluted) $11.16 $8.78 27.11%
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year to come than there is on the TiO2 side. TiO2 
took a pretty sharp drop in the back half of last 
year. We’ll see that obviously the benefit of that 
in the first half of this year but TiO2 is approach-
ing kind of its historic starting place of USD100 a 
pound on the spot market. So we don’t necessari-
ly see a lot of further runway for TiO2 to decline.

In further questioning, Mr Morikis went into more 
detail:

We often comment that these pricing cycles in 
Ti02 typically begin with pricing below USD1 a 
pound. Oftentimes peak above USD2 a pound 
and then settle back on the back end of the cycle 
below USD1 a point again. We’re hovering just 
above USD1 a pound. And we realise that there’s 
been price increase announcements in the market. 
Ultimately, the balance of supply and demand in 
the market will determine whether those increases 
our successful and we’ll see, but it feels like we 
are approaching the bottom on the downside of 
this cycle.

Sean Hennessy, senior vice president-finance and 
chief financial officer, responded to an analyst ques-
tion as to whether there wasn’t more scope for price 
reductions, given the steep fall in commodities other 
than titanium dixoxide (TiO2):

The other thing I would caution you want is as-
suming that resin and latex pricing is tracking in 
line with propylene or with crude oil a lot of times 
because these are specialty formulas they are 
often times owned and controlled by our supplier. 
That gives them some measure of pricing power in 
the short-term. The resin that you use in a partic-
ular paint formula has a very significant impact on 
the performance of the end product and they’re 
not interchangeable parts. If the supplier wants 
to hold on to some of the benefit of lower cost 
propylene for a period of time in the long run we 
believe we’ll get the benefit but the benefit tends 
to come to market slower than in the commodity 
category like TiO2.

Profits by divisions

Store counts across paint retailers

TiO2 prices. http://goo.gl/7znbPc

http://goo.gl/7znbPc
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PPG Industries, Inc. (PPG) has reported 
a slight decrease in sales for FY 2015 
compared to the previous corre-

sponding period (pcp), which was FY 2014. 
Sales for the year were USD15,330 million, 
down from USD15,360 million.

PPG reported there were positive gains of 
0.2% attributed to price, 0.9% attributed to 
volume, and 6.1% attributed to acquisitions. 
These were offset by a 7.4% loss attributed to 
unfavourable currency exchange fluctuations.

Some 46% of sales came from North 
America, 28% from Europe, 16% from Asia, 
and 10% from Latin America. According to 
statistics provided by PPG, since 2008 growth 
in its coatings business has been largely static 
in North America, while in Europe growth de-
clined sharply in 2009, and has continued to 
drift downwards. Growth in emerging regions, however, 
has remained robust since 2010, and the market is now 
up 25% over levels in 2008.

By close of 2015, PPG operated 920 compa-
ny-owned stores in North America, 40 company-owned 
stores in Australia and 100 company-owned stores in 
Central America.

Raw materials
During the results presentation for Q4 2015 and FY 
2015 an analyst asked for an update on the production 
of titanium dioxide (TiO2) from the Henan Billions plant 
in China. The operation is a partnership PPG has en-
tered into, and it began shipping product in December 
2015.

The CEO of PPG, Michael McGarry replied:

We qualified the material, let’s call it in Octo-
ber. We had shipments on the water. We started 
commercially using the material in early Decem-
ber. More product is on the water going to other 
locations outside the US. So, it’s going to get 
qualified in Mexico; it’s getting qualified in Europe. 
The bottom line is they are making good products, 
their consistency is getting better. And we are 
pleased with what we are seeing. We have most 
favoured nations with them, so that’s the positive 
for us as well. As far as licensing, no one else has 
approached us. 

Architectural coatings markets
Asked for his views on how world markets would devel-
op for architectural coatings, Mr McGarry replied:

The Eastern European countries are – they have 
had a lot of promotional challenges, but I would 
say overall it should come back around when you 
look at the US, we’ve obviously had some good 
growth in the US except for the dealer market, the 
dealer market continues to be challenged. Canada 
I think is probably going to stabilize, so I don’t ex-
pect a lot in there. Mexico we’ve had tremendous 
growth there we’re going to continue to expect to 
grow two times GDP, the one negative in Mexico 
is the fact that government spending has started 
to slowdown with the price of oil dropping. I think 
Brazil’s going to be a challenge, I think China’s 
going to be a challenge, Australia should be good 
at least mid, I think low to mid single-digits in Aus-
tralia. So that’s a good market for us, so all-in-all I 
would say 
we should 
be at or 
above GDP 
for the Per-
formance 
Coatings 
segment.

PPG FY 2015
PPG has constant sales

2015 PPG Results
USD millions

Category 2015 2014 Change

Net sales 15,330 15,360 -0.20
Net income 
before tax 1882 1416 32.91%

Net income 
(including 
discontinued 
operations)

1406 2102 -33.11%

Adjusted earnings 
per diluted 
share (exc. non-
recurring items) 

$5.69 $4.88 16.60%
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AkzoNobel has reported revenue of 
EUR14,859 million for FY 2015, an 
increase of 4% over the previous 

corresponding period (pcp), which was FY 
2014.

Decorative paints contributed EUR4007 
million to revenue, an increase of around 
3% over the pcp. While the company saw 
volume fall by 1%, exchange rates compen-
sated by providing a 4% boost to revenues. 
Asia performed well, but both Europe and 
Latin America was negative. Costs, however, 
moved lower.

Performance coatings grew revenue at 
6.55% over the pcp, contributing EUR5955 million. 
Volume fell by 2%, while price mix increased by around 
1% and exchange rates contributed close to 8%.

Specialty chemicals grew the least at 2.15% over 
pcp, with revenue of EUR4988 million. Net income grew 
by over 79% on the pcp to reach EUR979 million. Price 
mix/acquisitions dragged revenue down by around 3%, 
but exchange rates contributed close to 5%.

Markets overview
AkzoNobel CEO Ton Buchner summed up the position 
of the company in response to a query from an analyst:

You described the situation in what we’ve tried 
to depict during this call. On the one side, you 
have a much stronger company, more agile, better 
positioned, lower cost base, stronger focus on 
continued operational excellence and adding 
organic growth. And on the other side, you have a 
market that will not help us, which basically makes 
us come to the realization that we’ll have to do it 
ourselves.

The latter part is not new. We have had to do it 
ourselves in the last two-and-a-half, three years 
as well. So, that should not concern you. It should 
actually show to you that the underlying strength 
that we’ve built in actually should give confidence. 
And we’ve tried to depict that confidence as well 
with a dividend increase. So overall, you’ve sum-
marized exactly the stronger company that goes 
into a challenging 2016 and has a set of guidance 
out there that they are committed to and that 
strength we’re going to continue to build going 
forward.

New products
Among the products that AkzoNobel is bringing to 
market is its Diamond Floor product from Nordsjo. 
Water-based and environmentally friendly, this product 
can be used to seal concrete, laminate and wooden 
surfaces, providing protection against stains and wear, 
thus extending the life of painted surfaces.

AkzoNobel FY 2015
Meeting forecast estimates

2015 AkzoNobel Results
USD millions

Category 2015 2014 Change

Group revenue 14,859 14,296 3.94%
Operating income 1573 987 59.37
Net income 979 546 79.30%
Adjusted earnings 
per diluted 
share (exc. non-
recurring items) 

€0.72 €0.33 118.18%
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US-based paint manufacturer and retailer 
Sherwin-Williams (Sherwin) has announced 
it intends to acquire its main rival, US-based 

paint manufacturer Valspar, in a friendly buyout. The 
announcement was made on 20 March 2016, and 
is should be completed before the end of January 
2017.

The acquisition is expected to cost Sherwin-Wil-
liams USD9.3 billion. It will take the form of an offer to 
buy Valspar shares for USD113. This price represents 
a 35% premium on Valspar’s share price on 20 March 
2015, and a 41% premium on its 30-day average. With 
debt included, Sherwin-Williams values the deal at over 
USD11 billion.

If the two companies sales remain the same or 
more than sales for FY 2015, their combined revenues 
would make them the largest paint company in the 
world. The combined revenues would equal USD15.6 
billion. The paint operations of PPG brought in revenue 
of USD14.2 billion in 2015, and those of AkzoNobel 
were around USD11.1 billion (though denominated in 
Euro).

The reconfigured market is illustrated in the slide 
in Figure 1, taken from the Sherwin presentation to 
analysts of the acquisition on the morning of 22 March 
2016.

In his opening remarks to analysts at the presenta-
tion event, the CEO of Sherwin, John Morikis, outlined 
the reasons behind the acquisition move:

This combination will create a premier global 
paints and coatings company with a 
comprehensive product portfolio and 
broad global reach. This is a high-
ly complementary transaction that 
brings new capabilities and greater 
geographic reach to Sherwin-Williams 
and accelerates our growth strategies 
and enables us to deliver a broad 
range of products to more customers. 
Valspar will expand Sherwin-Williams’ 
capabilities into the highly attractive 
packaging and coil segments, and 
we will also gain a global platform 
to broaden and grow our business 
throughout Asia Pacific and EMEA 
(Europe, Middle East and Africa).

After the CEO of Valspar, Gary Hendrickson, was 
given a chance to speak about the deal, Mr Morikis 
continued in much the same vein:

First, the combination expands our brand portfolio 
and customer relationships, significantly expands 
our global finishes businesses, and extends our 
capabilities into new geographies and applica-
tions, including a scale platform to grow in Asia 
Pacific. We have long admired Valspar’s position 
across Asia Pacific and EMEA where we have a 
limited presence. This transaction provides us 
with an opportunity to realise immediate scale and 
allows us to provide customers with a greater set 
of products, accelerating our growth in these key 
markets.

Behind the deal
As the above quote indicates, the Asia-Pacific, and 
Australian in particular, featured as a major part of the 
reason Sherwin found the acquisition of Valspar attrac-
tive. In fact, the first point on the first slide listing the 
details behind the deal read:

Significantly expands position in Asia-Pacific and 
EMEA

Continuing to describe the deal, Mr Morikis re-
vealed how geography, as it applies to future growth 
markets, influenced the thinking at Sherwin:

Slide seven shows a geographic revenue break-

Sherwin-Williams Set to 
Acquire Valspar

Figure 1: Markets after acquisition
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down of Sherwin-Williams before and after the 
transaction. This transaction will also better align 
Sherwin-Williams with the global paints and coat-
ings industry, increasing our international revenues 
from 16% to 24% of our business. This is espe-
cially important, given the chart on the right, 81% 
of the $120 billion global paints and coatings busi-
ness lies outside North America. Through Valspar’s 
impressive platforms in Asia Pacific and EMEA 
and their talented professionals, we will have a 
greater ability to accelerate our strategy.

Slide 7 is shown in Figure 2.
A little of the possible strategy Sherwin might pur-

sue was also revealed when an analyst asked:

And then looking at Asia-Pacific, you have men-
tioned several times that you have a low utilisation 
level. So, am I to translate this that you are obvi-
ously going to consolidate manufacturing facilities 
and then combine the capacity in all the produc-
tion into one or two of the newest plants; is that 
how you’re going to do it?

Mr Morikis replied:

Yes. I think it’s a little early to commit to any one 
plan. But, I would say that go back to our perfor-
mance, as it related to the Comex integration. 
I think we’ve demonstrated an ability to really 
dial in, understand the best move for our 
company, our customers and figure out the 
best way to drive value. And at the times it 
does take the course that you described, and 
if that’s the best course, then that’s the one 
we’ll take.

If the presentations made by Sherwin are 
not enough to convince, there was also a slide 
offered by PPG at its recent presentation to the 
Goldman Sachs “Chemical Intensity Day”, which 
is shown in Figure 3.

In these projections by IHS, it’s clear that 
China and Australia/New Zealand have the high-
est combined rates of residential and non-resi-
dential construction.

DuluxGroup
If Sherwin does have plans to expand in Austra-
lia, it’s clear that it will have one main target in its 
sights: DuluxGroup (along with PPG’s Taubman’s 
brand, secondly)

Just about every year the CEO of Dulux-
Group, Patrick Houlihan, gets asked about 
pressure being exerted by an overseas compet-
itor. At the presentation of full-year results for 
FY 2014/15 in November 2015, this is how Mr 

Houlihan responded to a question about the entry of 
Sherwin in the Australian market:

On your Sherwin-Williams question – for those 
that have been involved with this a long time it’s 
really the latest chapter in a long story. Decorative 
paint all around the world has been proven to be 
well characterised as a regional business. Con-
sumers not just here in Australia, all around the 
world, infrequently purchase, once every five to 
seven years; do it once, do it right; trust a brand; 
whether you do it yourself of have it done for you. 
So they’re the consumer dynamics at play. That’s 
why brand is so important. That’s why our brand 
strength as the most trusted paint brand and in 
fact the second most trusted brand of all consum-
er brands in Australia is just so important.

But the recent history for those that might not 
have been involved with it was in 2007 PPG, the 
global number one in paint, bought Taubmans, the 
number 3 here. In 2008 Nippon Paints, number 
one in Asia, came, lost AUD50 million, left two 
years later. In 2010 Valspar acquired the Wat-
tyl company. We’ve then had Resene from New 
Zealand try and push into Australia unsuccessfully. 

Figure 2: Markets after acquisition

Figure 3: PPG slide from Goldman Sachs conference
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We’ve had Benjamin Moore which Warren Buffet, 
through Berkshire Hathaway owned, come in from 
the North East to the US and to New Zealand and 
bits of Australia, and leave.

So again you can never get complacent about 
it but I suppose what I tried to share in the pre-
sentation about good old prescriptive brands, 
innovation, customer service and everything that 
goes into it, that’s ultimately what helps us con-
tinue to win in that space. In terms of Sherwin 
they’ve launched into Masters. They are in Lowe’s 
in the US. Sherwin is primarily in the US. There’s 
no paint company really like us because we play 
in both retail and trade. If you thought just about 
trade business largely that’s what Sherwin are 
in the US. They’ve got 3000 of their own stores. 
Increasingly they play a little bit now in Lowe’s – in 
the likes of Lowe’s. So presumably there’s some 
link there with the Lowe’s/Masters relationship.

They’ve launched product in Australia. Their super 
paint product is retailing at AUD72. Just for the 
record that’s for 3.66 litres. So if you turn it into 
four litres it’s at AUD80 a can. They’ve got another 
product that’s up in the – that’s even higher priced 
than that. So the products they’ve launched just 
like Nippon did and just like Valspar have done 
with their products that are priced quite high, and 
also what PPG have done, are all priced at the 
premium end of the market because any paint 
company in the world that makes money if you 
look at their offshore accounts you will see what 
we used to see when we were part of ICI. It’s all a 
determinant of your weighted average selling price 
combined with your scale; but first and foremost 
your weighted average selling price.

So that’s where – really I can’t tell you anything 
more about Sherwin. They’re here. I suppose ulti-
mately when I think about it, they might be Amer-
ica’s most trusted brand but no one here knows 
them. We’ve got Australia’s most trusted brand. 
So we’ve got the best brand. We’ve got the best 
product. We’ve got the best people and we’ve 
got the best customers. So let’s bring on the next 
inning so to speak.

While it is perfectly true that Australia’s Dulux has 
managed to “see off” a number of competitors, and it 
does have the advantage of a well-established brand, 
as well as distribution through Bunnings, it will be inter-
esting to see if the focused attention of what will be the 
world’s largest paint company manages to dent Dulux-
Group’s success.

It’s also worth noting that the “local is good” way of 
viewing things does have its limitations as well. Dulux-
Group’s key partner Bunnings has expanded into the 
European market through its purchase of Homebase, 
but the company has no European presence at all, and 
thus cannot supply Bunnings. That leaves PPG as the 
most likely partner, in what could quickly prove a profit-
able market.

One advantage the DuluxGroup does have is that, 
with the deal only closing a year in the future, and a 
likely further year to be spent on consolidating the two 
companies, there is certainly time to plan strategically, 
and take any necessary action.

Analysis
When asked the question of “why now?” by an analyst, 
Mr Morikis replied:

I think it just accelerates the path that we were 
on. It’s consistent with our strategy. I would say, 
Dennis, it brings a scaled platform to Asia Pacific 
and EMEA; it helps our teams what we have been 
attempting to do there with a little more scale and 
more support from the assets that will be coming 
along, the team that will be coming along.

One of the reasons behind the “now” is likely that 
Sherwin’s two largest remaining competitors, PPG 
and AkzoNobel, while continuing to be strong, have 
encountered some difficulties over the past year and 
more. Investments in Brazil, Russia and China are not 
proving profitable. While China is likely to pull out of its 
current slump in a tempered way during 2016/17, both 
Russia and Brazil are likely to remain in trouble for at 
least the next three years.

By delivering funding, expertise and scale to 
markets in the Asia-Pacific, especially Australia, the 
combined forces of Sherwin and Valspar may be able 
to establish a market lead that will be difficult to blunt in 
the future.

The other factor behind the acquisition is simply 
that Valspar is still struggling to recover from the blow 
of finding its premium, high-margin paints locked out 
of the Lowe’s home improvement big-box chain, with 
Sherwin taking its place. While it is likely that Valspar 
might have found its way to future growth, given its 
current state, such a deal looks very attractive to both 
management and shareholders.

For independent hardware retailers in Australia, of 
course, the news is likely to be good. There is likely to 
be a good deal of healthy brand promotion activity in 
the near future, with the opportunity to further expand 
paint sales in competition with Bunnings.
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Senior staff at Masters are being offered bo-
nuses to stay with the company; the sale of 
Masters will start despite a dispute between 

joint owners Woolworths and Lowe’s Home Improve-
ment; Bunnings targets apartment dwellers; Bun-
nings lodges an application for a store in Tura (NSW); 
the local community in Coolum (QLD) is campaigning 
against a proposed Bunnings outlet; Bunnings Ware-
house at Bundamba (QLD) is close to completion; a 
plan to battle Bunnings; Bunnings Joondalup sets a 
record sale yield for a Bunnings Warehouse in WA; 
an investor snaps up the Bunnings Eltham building; 
UK’s Kingfisher keeps a close eye on Bunnings; 
Wesfarmers CEO comments on Homebase executive 
cull; and Woolworths’ additional costs over a failed 
Masters development in regional Victoria.

Bonus offer for Masters’ key 
staff
Senior Masters executives are being offered retention 
bonuses if they remain at the home improvement chain 
for 12 months. This would help prevent a potential 
mass exodus as it stares down the barrel of a potential 
liquidation.

Sources told The Australian that those being offered 
the bonuses are executives who would be essential 
for any wind-down of the business, which is widely 
thought to be the most likely outcome for the retailer.

A Woolworths spokeswoman said the company 
had offered key staff in its support office and stores the 
opportunity to secure a short-term bonus, subject to 
performance and retention measures being met.

Meanwhile, it is understood that Woolworths and 
Lowe’s are struggling to find an independent valuer for 
Masters and Home Timber & Hardware because most 
of the larger firms have previously worked for Wool-
worths or Lowe’s and there would be conflict of inter-
est.

http://goo.gl/UtbLK9

The start of Masters’ sell-off
Woolworths will begin the process on the sale of its 
hardware chain, Masters, despite an ongoing dispute 
about its valuation between the company and joint 
venture partner, Lowe’s.

Investment bank Citi plans to distribute an informa-
tion memorandum on the home improvement division 
that includes Masters and Home Timber & Hardware 
(HTH). But the long-running debate about its value has 

led to concerns among some bidders that the negotia-
tions could turn into a protracted legal battle.

Sources close to the process told the Daily Tele-
graph that a number of prospective suitors remain 
reluctant to sign a confidentiality agreement, which 
enables them access to due diligence material, until 
Woolworths and US retailer Lowe’s reach an agreement 
on the valuation of Masters. These latest negotiations 
are due to conclude at the end of April.

Against this background, Woolworths is going 
ahead with the Masters sale that has been codenamed 
“Project Miami”. It is understood Woolworths favours 
rolling the Masters operational business into HTH.
Related:

http://goo.gl/w7sMbD

http://goo.gl/2qUt22

Small format Bunnings stores
Bunnings has a large pipeline of development projects 
that include turning vacant office buildings and ne-
glected retail property into its trademark warehouses, 
as a way of going after the medium-density apartment 
boom. Andrew Marks, general manager – property told 
AFR Weekend: “We see dozens of opportunities around 
Australia and New Zealand where non-standard Bun-
nings store formats, both small and large, will form part 
of our strategy in more densely populated and tightly 
held metropolitan locations.

“We’re able to do stores as small as 1000sqm com-
pared with our purpose-built warehouses which range 
in size from 5000 to 25000sqm...”

Last year, Bunnings opened a 1500sqm warehouse 
in Brunswick (VIC) and undertook its first office conver-
sion with a 7000sqm store opening in a two-story office 
building in Collingwood (VIC).

Big Box Update

Inside Bunnings Collingwood

http://goo.gl/UtbLK9
http://goo.gl/w7sMbD
http://goo.gl/2qUt22
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Both Bunnings stores are in gentrifying inner-city 
Melbourne suburbs, where hundreds of new apart-
ments have sprung up in recently (with hundreds more 
still to come). It is part of a large demographic shift 
driven by downsizing baby boomers and young profes-
sionals wanting to live close to the centre of town.

Despite it being significantly smaller than new su-
per-sized Bunnings warehouses, the Collingwood store 
holds 96% of “A-range” stock with only the big bulky 
products not on offer. 

This year will be another big year for store refits in 
Victoria with a 7600sqm multi-level Bunnings Ware-
house to backfill space in Chadstone Home HQ and a 
7000sqm store to open in what was a Target store in 
the Ringwood Square Shopping Centre.

In Queensland, there is the proposed conversion 
of a 3000sqm JB Hi-Fi store in Mount Gravatt and the 
doubling of a 2200sqm Bunnings in Indooroopilly, an 
inner Brisbane suburb, that was previously a Coles 
supermarket.

There will also be opportunities for apartment 
developers to take on a Bunnings lease with the retailer 
in the process of securing development approval for a 
residential project in Doncaster, in Melbourne’s eastern 
suburbs, after resolving a dispute with the local West-
field mall.

The new project will comprise over 300 apartments 
above and surrounding a two-level Bunnings, which will 
have a more understated facade. Marks said: “We’re 
working on a second Bunnings-anchored residential 
development.” But most of the focus will be on re-pur-
posing existing buildings.

http://goo.gl/1rI9fP

Bunnings plans Tura store 
Bunnings has confirmed that it has lodged a rezoning 
application with Bega Valley Shire Council to build a 
store at Tura Beach (NSW).

Bunnings general manager property – Andrew 
Marks said in a statement to Merimbula News Weekly: 
“The proposed new Bunnings Warehouse Merimbula 
would represent an investment of over $17 million and 
provide employment for over 70 local residents, as well 
as approximately 140 jobs during the construction 
phase…”

The development proposal is expected to be dis-
cussed at a council meeting in April.

http://goo.gl/g0cW5N

Bunnings opposition in Coolum
A campaign in Coolum (QLD) has begun to fight a 
double application to build a Bunnings store with an 
associated service station and takeaway food outlet.

Bunnings has made two separate applications, one 
involving an 8600sqm warehouse and three-lot subdi-
vision and the other involving a 12,150sqm warehouse 
and five-lot subdivision.

The applications aim to address serious reserva-
tions the council has had about the proposed devel-
opment based on size, setbacks, visual amenity and 
economic need and impact on the Coolum community, 
among other issues.

Many locals believe the location is wrong and not in 
keeping with the previous and current town plan for the 
area. One of the leaders of the campaign, Fiona Skyes, 
said both plans alluded to developing Coolum West 
as an attractive entrance to a coastal village. She told 
the Sunshine Coast Daily: “A Bunnings and a service 
station and a restaurant is…not part of making a nice 
little tourist village.”

Bronwyn Jackson, who has lived in Coolum on and 
off since the 1970s, said the complex would be better 
situated in the industrial area west of the motorway. 
“It’s not that I don’t want Bunnings. We’ve got a per-
fectly good industrial area where it could be,” she said.
Related:

http://goo.gl/9Dd6RX

http://goo.gl/yuHRr0

May date for Bunnings 
Bundamba
Construction of the Bunnings store in Bundamba (QLD) 
is on track for a May opening with Queensland build-
er TF Woollam & Son appointed to complete the $44 
million project. It will replace the existing Booval Ware-
house with all team members moving to the new store.

Bunnings general manager – property Andrew 
Marks said an undercroft car park for over 380 cars has 
been built underneath the store, allowing the main store 
to be raised above the designated flood level. In a fu-
ture flood event, the car park would flood, with minimal 
impact on the store. Bundamba Creek at the site has 
also been realigned to improve flows and enhance the 
local eco-system. The Bundamba warehouse features a 
store size of 14,000sqm. 

Bunnings Bundamba

http://goo.gl/1rI9fP
http://goo.gl/g0cW5N
http://goo.gl/9Dd6RX 
http://goo.gl/yuHRr0 
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Related:
http://goo.gl/kxwTBq

http://goo.gl/uCRtWc

Latest plan to take on Bunnings
Industry consultant Geoff Dart as been quoted ex-
tensively in the mainstream business press about his 
plan to merge Woolworths’ Masters and Home Timber 
& Hardware (HTH) to create a serious competitor to 
Bunnings. Sources told the Daily Telegraph that Wool-
worths already favours rolling the Masters operational 
business into HTH.

Under Dart’s plan, the Masters stores would be 
gradually rebranded under the Home banner, and the 
big box format overhauled to support a new range of 
products and services. He told Fairfax Media: “I would 
dump the new format Woolworths rolled out in Masters 
and re-lay the stores to develop a strong brand, differ-
entiated by way of products and services that are all 
about value-adding.”

This model would start making money within a year, 
according to Dart, but he knows it will be a challenge to 
convince investors. He added: “This is a great oppor-
tunity but it will come down to whether people believe 
talk that there’s not room for a number two player in 
hardware or whether they dig deeply and see how it 
could work.”

It is believed Dart has reached out to a number of 
investment banks to explore funding options for the 
acquisition and he has already sounded out key man-
agement personnel.
Related:

http://goo.gl/WU4ln7

http://goo.gl/DMcLKZ

Bunnings Eltham building sold
Nick Theodossi has paid $24 million for a major retail 
investment leased to Bunnings. Theodossi is a well-
known prestige car dealer and philanthropist.

The 1.2-hectare Eltham (VIC) site, with a 7225sqm 
warehouse, currently returns annual rent of $1.65 
million rising with the market. Bunnings has occupied 
the building since it was developed in 2007 and has 
options to stay until 2042.

On current rental numbers, the asset traded on a 
yield of 6.9%. In the rare case Bunnings decides to 
break the lease, the block offers reconfiguration poten-
tial, with four street frontages and a large, open-plan, 
217-bay car park.

http://goo.gl/V0rPVI

http://goo.gl/kxwTBq
http://goo.gl/uCRtWc
http://goo.gl/WU4ln7
http://goo.gl/DMcLKZ
http://goo.gl/V0rPVI
http://www.sympac.com.au/index.php/our-solutions.html
http://www.sympac.com.au/index.php/our-customers/sym-pac-case-studies.html
http://www.sympac.com.au/
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Bunnings Joondalup sold
Bunnings Warehouse in Joondalup (WA), which opened 
in 2014, has been sold for $43.5 million. The success-
ful buyer was an unnamed private investor from the 
eastern states.

The Bunnings store is in one of Australia’s fastest 
growing municipalities, with the current population of 
164,000 forecast to grow to 180,000 by 2036. Justin 
Dowers of CBRE Victorian retail investments said:  “The 
depth of the buyer interest came as no surprise in light 
of previous Bunnings Warehouse sales, which have 
generated consistently strong investor demand. This is 
a strong result that shows confidence in the property 
market and in Bunnings assets.

“We were delighted to receive 14 offers to pur-
chase, with a number of strong offers from interested 
parties.”

Bunnings will enter into a new 12-year lease paying 
an initial annual rental of $2,395,000. This translates 
to a sale yield of 5.5%. The Joondalup property, 
which was owned by Bunnings, has a lettable area of 
17,006sqm and occupies a 2.65ha site with 416 car 
bays.

https://goo.gl/YC6Zqk

Kingfisher’s “interest “in 
Bunnings
The CEO of Kingfisher, Britain’s largest home improve-
ment operator which owns leading chain B&Q, has ad-
mitted sending teams to scout out Bunnings stores in 
Australia and report back what they had seen, covering 
all aspects of the business and in particular, pricing and 
products, according to a report in The Australian.

Veronique Laury told the newspaper: “We have 
been looking in a lot of detail at what they’ve (Bunnings) 
been announcing, saying, whatever. We sent some 
people from B&Q in Australia to look at what they were 
doing precisely product by product, pricing by pricing, 
everything. And I will say we will prepare them a very 
warm welcome, as we would have done for any other 
competition.”

Bunnings agreed to buy Britain’s second-biggest 
operator Homebase for $704 million at the start of this 
year with plans to invest an additional $1bn to trans-
form the chain into Bunnings UK.

It has already begun its British offensive at Home-
base by offering staff under-25 a “living wage” as a 
general shift to improving working conditions at its 265 
stores across Britain and Ireland.
Related:

http://goo.gl/WZrZtx

http://goo.gl/Ly2qkR

Homebase management cull 
“necessary”
Wesfarmers chief executive Richard Goyder has de-
fended Bunnings culling the entire top level of execu-
tives at its newly acquired British hardware business 
Homebase. He argued the clear-out was necessary 
to turn the struggling British retailer into a world-class 
operator.

Mr Goyder also questioned why some of the axed 
Homebase senior executives — such as marketing di-
rector Chris McDonough who only joined the business 
in December 2015 — were hired by Homebase parent 
Home Retail Group when it was in sale discussions with 
Wesfarmers. He told The Australian: “My expectations 
are that we will get in there, take control of the business 
and give the people in the business the best opportu-
nity to grow and prosper in that business. We did it in 
Coles, Kmart, and that requires people to be moved.”

More than $1billion will be invested in Homebase 
to transform and revitalise its business, which will be 
renamed Bunnings. As part of that restructure, Wes-
farmers ejected the senior managers of the business, 
including its recently appointed chief executive Echo 
Lu as well as Homebase’s finance director, commer-
cial director, head of retail operations and marketing 
director. The clean-out of the executives drew criticism 
in Britain. Home Retail Group chief executive John 
Walden said: “You would not expect me to be thrilled 
about that.’’

But Mr Goyder has argued a new management 
team at Homebase, led by former Bunnings chief oper-
ating officer Peter Davis and fellow Bunnings executive 
Rodney Boys, was necessary to arrest its lacklustre 
earnings performance.

http://goo.gl/dktAhf

Veronique Laury, CEO of Kingfisher

https://goo.gl/YC6Zqk
http://goo.gl/WZrZtx
http://goo.gl/Ly2qkR
http://goo.gl/dktAhf
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Woolworths incurs more court 
costs
Judge Clyde Croft of the Supreme Court has award-
ed an additional interest bill of $4.297 million to the 
$10.875 million damages he awarded in January to 
businessman Brendan Blake, over a planned construc-
tion of a Masters store in regional Victoria. Blake is the 
founder of Maxi Foods and owner of property develop-
er North East Solution.

At the time Judge Croft found that Woolworths 
failed to act in good faith with Blake’s North East Solu-
tion after it dumped its deal with the property developer 
in 2010 to build and lease a Masters store, walking 
away from the contract to chase another nearby site.

It was a big victory for Blake and his lawyers at 
Tisher Liner FC Law, although Woolworths had decid-
ed to appeal that decision. The second leg of the case 
was a battle over interest charges and costs related to 
Blake’s win in January.

Blake’s counsel was arguing for $4.2 million in inter-
est to cover the four years they had locked horns with 
the nation’s biggest retailer.

Woolworths was asking the court for the interest 
component of the damages bill to be divided between 
past and future losses that in effect push down the 
interest payment to only $256,441.

However Justice Croft found in favour of Blake and 
set the bill at $4.297 million, which also includes costs 
for lawyers and barristers. In his judgment, Justice 
Croft held that the lawyers for Woolworths had drawn a 
“false analogy” between this case and personal injury 
cases when setting out their arguments and that the 
Woolworths submissions were “misconceived”.

http://goo.gl/wvMw3L

Click ad to visit 
hbt.net.au

http://goo.gl/wvMw3L
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In the official press release sent out to media 
following the event, Home Timber & Hardware 
Group’s (HTHG) said its recent National Confer-

ence brought together the largest gathering of indus-
try leaders and key influencers. It said it delivered a 
record sales event that helped to confirm the group’s 
position as a significant player in the Australian hard-
ware market.

Over three days and nights, HTHG’s independent 
members, company-owned stores and suppliers lived 
up to its theme “Dare To Do More”. According to the 
release, it achieved the following outcomes: 

• Over 3,000 trade show specials offered
• A record $5.6m in sales written at the trade show, 

up 10% on last year’s result
• Over 300 stores in attendance
• 176 suppliers in attendance
• 35 award winners (see below)
• More new product and innovation than ever before
• Keynote presentations from Samantha Taranto and 

Mark Matthews
• Open Q&A plenary session with James Aylen
• A dinner on the grounds of Metricon Stadium, 

sponsored by Valspar
• And a memorable gala dinner topped off with en-

tertainment from the “fab four”: Ross Wilson, Joe 
Camilleri, Richard Clapton and Leo Sayer
HTHG general manager James Aylen said the 

outstanding results were testament to the passion and 
dedication of the group’s independent retailers and to 
the suppliers who have shown 
continued loyalty and commitment 
to HTHG. 

Mr Aylen said:

There has been a great deal of 
change for HTHG recently but 
these results just go to show the 
strength and unity of our group. 
It’s all about delivering reward 
for our members and for our 
suppliers, and over $5million in 
sales in what is a tough market, 
not to mention a significant 
degree of uncertainty in our 
business, is just a sensational 
result and more gratifying than 
anything else we achieved at 
the event.

The conference also provided a platform for Mr 
Aylen to lead an open discussion at the plenary session 
on the final day, to answer questions directly from the 
floor and reaffirm the group’s commitment to support 
its members and suppliers. 

The best performing stores and suppliers were also 
recognised with a total of 35 awards presented. Mr 
Aylen said:

A significant proportion of our stores continue to 
raise the bar in retail excellence however these 
particular businesses have gone that extra mile. 
We’re exceptionally proud to have the winners 
as part of our group and proud of the dedication 
they’ve shown to HTHG.

These store owners have worked incredibly hard 
to provide a superior offer for local customers and 
we look forward to seeing the business continue 
to prosper with HTHG in the years ahead.

Recognising the value of its supplier base, the 
contribution of key vendors was also recognised with a 
range of award categories presented.

The event was used as a platform to announce 
Home Timber & Hardware had been crowned the 
Hardware Store of the Year for a third time in four years 
at the recent Roy Morgan 2015 Customer Satisfaction 
Awards.

HTH Group 2016 conference
This year’s theme was: Dare to do more

Pallet Lane on the show floor of the Gold Coast Convention Centre
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Award winners

Home Timber & Hardware Group
• Best Young Retailer -- Laura Town, T M & H Timber 

& Hardware

Home Timber & Hardware
- National Store of the Year (over 1,000m2) — - 

Bretts Timber & Hardware
• National Store of the Year (under 1,000m2) — 

Ocean Grove Home Timber & Hardware
• VIC/TAS Store of the Year (over 1,000m2) — WB 

Hunter Yarrawonga
• VIC/TAS Store of the Year (under 1,000m2) — 

Ocean Grove Home Timber & Hardware
• NSW/ACT Store of the Year (over 1,000m2) — Gub-

bins Home Timber & Hardware
• NSW/ACT Store of the Year (under 1,000m2) — Na-

rooma Building Supplies
• QLD Store of the Year (over 1,000m2) — Bretts 

Timber & Hardware
• QLD Store of the Year (under 1,000m2) — Kawana 

Hardware & Garden Centre
• SA/NT Store of the Year (over 1,000m2) — Globe 

Home Timber & Hardware
• SA/NT Store of the Year (under 1,000m2) — Loxton 

Home Timber & Hardware
• WA Store of the Year (over 1,000m2) — Donnybrook 

Hardware & Garden
• WA Store of the Year (under 1,000m2) — Exmouth 

Hardware & Building Supplies 

Thrifty-Link Hardware
• National Store of the Year — Wycheproof Hardware
• VIC/TAS Store of the Year — Wycheproof Hardware
• NSW/ACT Store of the Year — Dunedoo Rural 

Hardware
• QLD Store of the Year — Bernborough Hardware & 

Produce
• SA/NT Store of the Year — Port Broughton Hard-

ware
• WA Store of the Year — Karratha Timber & Building 

Supplies

Supplier awards
• National Supplier of the Year — Bremick
• Supplier of the Year: Home Timber & Hardware — 

Bremick
• Supplier of the Year: Thrifty-Link Hardware — Hita-

chi Power Tools Australia
• Innovation of the Year — USG Boral
• Exhibitor of the Year — Pope (Toro)
• Logistics Supplier of the Year — Yates Australia

• Supplier of the Year: House & Garden — Amgrow
• Supplier of the Year: Timber & Building Supplies — 

Fletcher Insulation
• Supplier of the Year: Trade Tools & Consumables — 

Bremick

2016 Best Young Retailer -  
Laura Town, TM&H Timber & Hardware

The Sutton Tools crew  
with conference MC Tania Zaetta

Wycheproof Hardware won Thrifty-Link’s 
National Store of the Year award
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The tiny house movement has gained more 
traction in the US than Australia. It has a 
reputation of being a fad that is only popular 

among young people who enjoy the novelty of build-
ing their own home and living in a small space. Res-
idential industry experts have also questioned the 
place of tiny houses in the broader housing market.

However, this hasn’t stopped Rod Stambaugh, 
founder of Sprout Tiny Homes in La Junta, Colorado 
USA from creating a business that is betting on the 
lasting popularity of tiny homes. Not only did Stam-
baugh become a custom tiny house builder, but Sprout 
is one of the first developers of tiny home communities 
in the US.

Another company banking on the tiny home trend 
is US-based building materials retailer, 84 Lumber that 
has just launched a package for tiny homes for custom-
ers.

New types of neighbourhoods
Sprout is preparing to break ground on two tiny house 
communities in Colorado this year. The 200 plus homes 
combined make them the largest development of its 
kind in the US.

When he started out, Stambaugh only had con-
struction experience building homes while at universi-
ty. He has spent the 23 years in the mobile electronic 
payment industry. He told Construction Dive:

I took a big left-hand turn two and a half years 
ago. I’d been studying the tiny home industry and 
thought it would be pretty big. I decided to see if 
we could dominate it.

In 2013, Stambaugh set up a manufacturing facility 
in La Junta and formed a team to build Sprout’s first 
tiny home. He said construction of the first house was a 
“learning process” and took longer to complete due to 
Sprout using the traditional stick-built process, which 
the company has since improved upon. 

After finishing the first small house, Stambaugh 
took it to a Denver home show and drew major atten-
tion from attendees.

Soon after that first surge in interest, Sprout started 
looking for ways to improve its custom homes and the 
building process. He said:

Along the way, we really decided to focus on 
building high-quality, high-end, chemical-free 
homes.

Sprout switched to using structural insulated panels 
(SIPs) – a composite building material – to make the 
building process more efficient, as well as enhance the 
final product. He said:

It just makes the home stronger, greener, straight-
er. We also focused on a really paramount feature 
being chemical-free interiors.

The strength of the SIPs panels allows the homes 
to be driven thousands of miles without experiencing 
cracks or structural issues. Stambaugh said:

We tow these things 1,500 miles, and there are 
absolutely no issues at all. There are no cracks in 
the drywall. If that was stick-built, it just wouldn’t 
handle it.

All of the interior features for Sprout’s tiny homes 
are custom-made, Stambaugh said.

There’s no real great furniture, appliances, or any-
thing that’s been built in any kind of sustainable 
way for tiny homes.

Sprout now offers three tiny house models – the 
Aspen, Birch and larger Waterhaus. The company has 
grown to employ a staff of nine people, but Stambaugh 
predicts that number will grow to approximately 35 in 
the coming months as the new communities start to 
become established.

He said the company has built 22 tiny homes since 
Sprout’s debut, with some on wheels and others on 
foundation. The average price of tiny houses sold so far 
is approximately USD60,000, and build time from start 
to finish takes only 30 days.

Despite Sprout’s success in the individual custom 
tiny home market, Stambaugh said his clients kept 

Tiny House Trend
Entrepreneurs enter field with business ideas

The Sprout
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lamenting concerns about where they would ultimately 
put their small houses.

Zoning wasn’t very friendly in various towns and 
counties and cities, so we took a step back and 
started working with different cities.

Walsenburg, Colorado is a town of 2,927 residents 
and the future home of one of Sprout’s tiny house com-
munities. It was the second city in the US to change its 
zoning laws, which now permit buildings smaller than 
the previous limit of 600 square feet. Stambaugh said:

Once that happened, we said, huh, maybe we 
need to become a developer.

Sprout purchased 4.6 acres in Walsenburg with 
plans to build a 33-unit development of tiny homes. 
Soon after, Sprout also bought 19 acres in Salida, 
Colorado, a town of 5,200 residents, and plans to build 
200 tiny homes and 96 storage units. The company will 
offer tiny homes in the 260-square-foot to 760-square-
foot range.

In the larger Salida community, the tiny houses will 
be available for lease. Stambaugh said that to build the 
200 homes, Sprout would set up a temporary manufac-
turing facility on the Salida site, build the houses there 
on foundations, remove the temporary facility, and build 
a storage facility on that site.

In Walsenburg, Stambaugh said Sprout is consid-
ering a different approach and will likely offer about half 
of the homes for sale and half for lease.

He emphasised that these communities will feature 
more than just houses, as they will also include walking 
trails, retail space, clubhouses, fitness centres, and 
restaurants in some cases.

In the Salida community, Sprout has already seen 
significant interest from potential residents. Stambaugh 
said the serious buyers are in the 50 to 60-years age 
range.

In his experience, most buyers aren’t millennials 
struggling to purchase traditional-sized homes. Instead, 
the majority of Sprout’s customers are baby boomers 
looking to downsize after their children left the family 
home. Stambaugh said:

[The trend is] taking off because people are mak-
ing lifestyle decisions and choices to live smaller. 
We see the market a little bit different than what 
you see on television. Most of our customers are 
baby boomers. They’re still entrepreneurial, and 
they’re doing it as a lifestyle decision as opposed 
to for necessity. And honestly, that’s the kind of 
folks that these communities need. They’re still 
good contributors to the local economy, and 
they’re doing it by choice.

In addition to the two developments in Colorado 
and similar projects in the works, Sprout has also ven-
tured into the office pod market.

A scientific research company in Southern Califor-
nia that was growing faster than its headquarters could 
handle asked Sprout to build office pods for physicists 
and mathematicians. Sprout built 10-foot-wide by 
20-foot-long pods with its own environmental controls 
that the research company could sit on their property.

Stambaugh said the market “hasn’t even started 
to see the tip” of the tiny house trend. He also believes 
that, overall, tiny house developments could be the 
remedy for some cities’ severe lack of affordable hous-
ing inventory.

Tiny houses for the masses
As a retailer of building materials and services, Penn-
sylvania-based 84 Lumber has just launched a series 
of tiny houses, available in flexible packages targeting 
anyone who might be interested in this lifestyle. The 
company is trying to make tiny house living as accessi-
ble as possible, whether the customer is serious DIYer 
or someone who just wants a fast, easy turnkey micro 
home.

It spent the last six months developing a line of four 
tiny house models, all of which are under-200 square 
feet and are now available to order. The estimated 
turnaround time is about eight to 10 weeks for a fully 
outfitted home.

The Roving, the first model with a fully built-out 
prototype is a 154-square-foot tiny house with cedar 
lap siding, a lofted full-sized bed, mini front porch, and 
reclaimed wood details. The other three models range 
in styles from the cottage-like to the more modern.

Beyond the design, 84 Lumber’s “cater to ev-
eryone” approach also extends to the packages and 
pricing. For those who are ready to roll up their sleeves 
and build their own tiny house, the company offers 
a starting USD6,884 (AUD9,062) “DIY package” that 
includes architectural blueprints, materials list, and a 
trailer outfitted with a subfloor and ready for walls.

Next level up is the starting USD19,884 
(AUD26,176) “Semi-DIY package” that includes a 
“shelled in” tiny house on a trailer, along with windows, 
a door, a shower, blueprints and a material list for fin-
ishing the home inside and out.

And starting from USD49,884 (AUD65,669), the 
move-in ready option comes fully furnished with a trail-
er, composting toilet, Energy Star-certified appliances, 
and LED lighting.

84 Lumber’s tiered packages and national footprint 
means the tiny houses can be ordered in any of its 200 
stores around the US.
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Australia’s largest brick-maker Brickworks has 
reported its net profit rose 82.2% to $76.9 
million in the six months to January 31, com-

pared to the previous corresponding period (pcp).
Excluding significant items, underlying net profit for 

the six months ending January 31 rose 19.4% to $75 
million, compared to $62.8 million in the pcp.

It has also reported a 9.8% rise in interim earnings 
before interest and tax (EBIT) to $98.8 million.

Revenue increased slightly to 3% to $360 million.

Residential building
The company posted its best-ever first half revenue of 
$358 million in the main building products division.

EBIT in the building products arm surged 24.9% to 
$32.6 million from $26.1 million in the pcp, buoyed by 
increased sales volumes and product prices, along with 
plant efficiencies.

Brickworks said the short-term outlook was very 
positive, helped by residential building activity in Syd-
ney, Melbourne and southeast Queensland.

Managing director Lindsay Partridge said frenetic 
activity in the capital cities of Melbourne and Sydney 
had driven residential building to record levels, and the 
industry was now at capacity due to trade and product 
shortages. He told Fairfax Media:

Every plant we have on the east coast is at capac-
ity even after bringing bricks in from South Aus-
tralia, Western Australia and Spain. We’ve got one 
builder who said he has only got eight spots for 
construction left this year. That gives you an idea 
of the pipeline ... the biggest issue for our compa-
ny is roof tilers. They are very hard to find.

Mr Partridge said there was an “enormous backlog” 
of demand, particularly in New South Wales, due to a 
decade of under-building. He said a shortage of cranes 
for high rises and two periods of intense wet weather 
had also held back the pace of construction.

A lot of the construction got jumbled up with 
the heavy wet periods we’ve had. A tiler or roof-
er would go out to a job and the other trades 
wouldn’t be there.

He noted an increase in the use of face brick on the 
back of the group’s investment in high fashion and links 
to the architectural community. He said:

Our products are becoming increasingly popular in 
key market segments.

Despite the momentum, Chairman Robert Millner 
warned that external constraints such as rising domes-
tic gas prices were limiting further growth.

Mr Partridge also pointed out soaring gas prices 
that are set to rise about 30% in 2017-18. He said:

The [gas] market is dysfunctional. We have an 
international glut of oil and gas, and prices in Aus-
tralia are going up 30%.

Brickworks spends about $35 million a year on gas.
The company currently carts bricks from South 

Australia and Western Australia to NSW to meet de-
mand but is finding it’s cheaper to import from Spain 
instead, Mr Millner said. He added the company was 
considering boosting supplies from overseas.

Other divisions
Brickworks’ land and development business posted a 
17.3% rise in EBIT to $45.4 million for the half, boosted 
by property revaluations in the property trust. However 
EBIT from its investments segment fell 11% to $26.8 
million, mainly due to lower dividends from the Wash-
ington H Soul Pattinson (Soul Patts) subsidiaries New 
Hope Corporation, CopperChem and Exco Resources.

Brickworks owns 42.7% of investment group Soul 
Patts which in turn owns 44.3% of the building prod-
ucts maker. During the half, the value of the Soul Patts 
portfolio, which includes major stakes in TPG Telecom, 
Brickworks, New Hope, and API Ltd, fell $92 million to 
$5.4 billion.

Soul Patts’ half year underlying profit fell $4.6 mil-
lion (or 5.2%) to $83.6 million due to poor performance 
from its mining-focused businesses New Hope, Cop-
perChem and Exco which was impacted by lower coal, 
oil and copper prices.

Brickworks’ 2015/16 H1 profit
East coast housing helps boost profit

Artist impression of coming facility at 
Oakdale South, NSW
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Brisbane-based PlantMiner is an online market-
place for sourcing hire equipment for mining 
and construction sites. The technology start 

up created a platform that connects searchers with 
hire companies through its online portal, similar to 
accommodation comparison website Wotif.com.

Like the emergence of hotel, flight and insurance 
comparison and booking services, PlantMiner has 
sought to disrupt the Australian industry by providing 
access to multiple suppliers of things like excavators, 
industrial drills and even portable toilets in one place.

Suppliers sign up to an annual subscription, while 
the site is free for customers to search. More than 
10,000 searchers are registered including from large 
mining and construction companies such as Leighton, 
Thiess and Hutchinson Builders.

Investment funding
The company recently closed a $3.5 million funding 
round as it considers a potential initial public offering 
early in 2017.

It secured the investment from Madad Investments, 
a venture capital company, which is also based in 
Brisbane. PlantMiner will use the funds to expand its 
Australian operations, before an international push and 
additional investment raising.

PlantMiner co-founder and co-chief executive Mike 
Davis told the Financial Review it would use the funds 
to consolidate and expand its market dominance in 
Australia and New Zealand, where it had shaken up an 
industry that previously relied on personal relationships. 
Davis said:

When you are trying to disrupt an industry you will 
always find a bit of adversity to change, especial-
ly in such a traditional ‘handshake’ industry. But 
there are a lot of forward-thinking companies, 
which are looking to technology to solve prob-
lems of a lack of transparency or control over their 
spending.

Since 2014 PlantMiner has expanded to employ 70 
staff, with operations in Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, 
Perth and Auckland. Davis said the company would 
make its business-to-business product the focus of 
international expansion, having visited the US and Eu-
rope and seen a similar lack of online advances in the 
industries there.

Funding for this expansion could lead to either an 
IPO or a larger venture capital funding round. Davis 
said:

We did have some significant interest from US 
VCs, but given the focus for the next 12 months is 
about staying local, it made sense to have a local 
investor. Then whether we look to do an IPO in 
12 months, which we have had some discussions 
around, or another larger raise, we would be look-
ing to step it up a gear then.

PlantMiner has not disclosed its revenue, but Davis 
said the amount had increased 424% year on year. The 
company also said it had delivered more than $100 
million in jobs to its suppliers.

An idea is born
Michael Trusler is the company’s other founder and co-
CEO. The 26-year-old told the Courier Mail in 2015 he 
came up with the idea for PlantMiner while on a flight 
from the mines in Moranbah to Brisbane after becom-
ing frustrated with the clunky process of finding ma-
chinery. Trusler was flicking through the Yellow Pages 
trying to source machinery. He said:

It was a long an arduous task taking hours out of 
my day. I scribbled down the idea of a one-stop 
plant hire shop similar to carsales.com.au but for 
plant and equipment hire and took it to my busi-
ness partner Mike Davis to build a case to pitch to 
gain seed funding.

A few months later they made their first call to a hire 
company to get them on board and two months after 
the site went live they were making steady revenue. 
Trusler said at the time:

It is now Australia’s largest plant and equipment 
hire marketplace with over 500,000 items for hire 
from over 2500 suppliers.

According to Trusler, the plant equipment hire 
industry in Australia is worth $4.5 billion and in the US 
it is worth around $45 billion. “The potential overseas 
with this platform is very exciting for me,” he said.

Disrupting construction
PlantMiner online marketplace for hire equipment
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Apartment building is reaching its peak and all 
cities, except Sydney, will be in housing over-
supply by 2017, according to BIS Shrapnel’s 

2016 Building Industry Prospects report.
The report recently predicted Victoria would be 

the most oversupplied market in the country, led by 
high-density apartment development in the inner and 
middle suburbs. BIS Shrapnel’s forecasts the state will 
have 7592 more dwellings than it needs by the end 
of the year and 21,881 more homes than it needs by 
2017. At the group’s Building Forecasting Conference, 
BIS Shrapnel managing director Robert Mellor said:

In Melbourne the oversupply will be significant, in 
Brisbane it will be worse. It is an accident waiting 
to happen.

Mr Mellor said the downturn in high rise apartment 
construction would be significant, with the apartment 
commencements in the Melbourne and Brisbane drop-
ping up to 60%. And that would impact on all parts of 
the business from site values, to apartment sales, to 
finishing trades.

BIS Shrapnel associate director Kim Hawtrey is also 
concerned there could be a “very messy end” to the 
apartment boom.

Mr Mellor said that dwelling commencements 
would peak nationally in the March quarter at record 

221,000, with the big increase in high-rise apartments, 
not traditional detached homes.

By 2016-17, each state except for NSW will be in 
dwelling oversupply. BIS Shrapnel estimated that West 
Australia would be over-supplied by 9000 homes and 
Queensland by 6400.

In NSW a significant shortage of 41,031 dwellings is 
expected in 2017, a small improvement on a shortage 
of 53,386 homes in 2016. Sydney’s undersupply is still 
so extensive that the city faces little chance of over-
coming it by 2020 unless construction holds at current 
record levels, Mr Mellor said.

At the same time the key drivers of demand are in 
decline. Net overseas migration has halved from a high 
300,000 in 2008-09 to an expected 150,000 this finan-
cial and less in 2016-17.

Also, investor demand has dropped down to 12% 
in the year to January, as banks have tightened lending 
in response to Australian Prudential Regulatory Author-
ity guidelines. Investors have responded to the rise in 
prices and fall in returns.

Another key driver of demand, from first-time 
buyers, remains weak, with the numbers in the key age 
group of 20-34 year-olds actually falling.

Apartment boom to go bust
BIS Shrapnel warns about “messy end”

Sourceable: How Long Will Australia’s Apartment Construction Boom Last? https://goo.gl/YatmO1

https://goo.gl/YatmO1
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A business manager is wanted to join AEG Power 
Tools based in Mount Waverley (VIC); PPG has an op-
portunity for a brand manager to be part of its architec-
tural coatings team at Villawood (NSW); and a national 
account manager is needed at Yates.

Managing the AEG business
An opportunity exists for a business manager to join 
AEG Power Tools. Responsibilities will include driving 
the strategic direction in product development, value 
engineering and future planning. The ideal candidate 
will also have advanced Excel skills and experience 
with ERP Systems, preferably SAP.

http://goo.gl/Vqck9R

Brand performance at PPG
The brand manager for PPG Industries will be responsi-
ble for implementing effective ATL (above the line) and 
BTL (below the line) in-store marketing strategies. This 
individual will grow market share for PPG’s brands in 
the retail/DIY and trade/professional sales channels in 
the specialty, texture and woodcare categories, for the 
Australian and New Zealand markets.

http://goo.gl/cjnVpC

Managing Bunnings for Yates
Reporting to the channel business manager, the nation-
al account manager will manage and develop the Yates 
relationship throughout the Bunnings network. The suc-
cessful candidate is entrepreneurial in their approach, 
and will aim to identify new business opportunities as 
well as build on the strength of existing relationships. 
This will be achieved by providing innovative customer 
solutions and deep technical expertise. 

http://goo.gl/e2Gu8p

SEEKING OPPORTUNITES

http://goo.gl/Vqck9R
http://goo.gl/cjnVpC
http://goo.gl/e2Gu8p 
mailto:mark@meccaevents.com.au
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Data and POS systems were not something 
retailers willingly spoke about 20 years ago. 
Today, however, “data” is the “new black” as 

far as retail business is concerned. Retailers know the 
more information they have about inventory, transac-
tions, accounts and customers, the better and more 
profitable their businesses will be.

Over the past 25 years the SYM-PAC point-of-sale 
(POS) system, specifically designed for hardware 
retailers, has also evolved. What began as a system 
largely based on tracking sales transactions has con-
tinued to integrate more business functions. Today it 
is close in capability to a full-blown enterprise re-
source planning (ERP) system, like those used by big 
business. 

The good news is, however, that SYM-PAC is very 
far from losing touch with the real world of the aver-
age retailer’s work life. Through its long history in the 
industry, SYM-PAC has been constantly learning from 
its customers. It has developed tailor-made solutions 
which it later releases to the general benefit of all 
customers.

That’s reflected in a comment by Vitina Costa, 
owner and CFO of Costa’s Mitre 10 group of stores in 
the western suburbs of Melbourne, Victoria. Speaking 
about her company’s adoption of SYM-PAC, she says:

We have never looked back because as our business 
has grown and evolved over the years, SYM-PAC has 
been able to assist in providing us  with a total infor-
mation technology solution — which includes all areas 
from POS, debtors, creditors, general ledger, stock 
management and pricing. 

SYM-PAC has always provided us with leading-edge 
technology and business solutions that have enabled 
the Costa’s management team to make the correct 
business decisions based on timely and accurate 
information.

Controlled integration
A good example of how SYM-PAC develops new ca-
pabilities then makes sure they work in the real world 
can be seen in the way it helps retailers deal with 
margins. Looking after the margin on sales, as every 
retailer knows, is very important, but in hardware in 
particular it can be tricky. As Chris Bradley, the owner 
of Chris’s Timber & Hardware in Seymour, Victoria 
puts the problem:

With a lot of the stock we were buying, we’d set up to 
buy the stock at a certain rate — and then, over time, 
the supplier would have a price increase of 1% or 2% 
or 3%.

You are always busy and sometimes you don’t take 
any notice of that — and before you know it, your 
pricing and margins are not right.

We found a lot of stock was way underpriced for 
what it should have been selling at.

SYM-PAC provides many tools to help manage 
margins on goods sold. The inventory module of 
the software can accommodate five separate pricing 
structures, with quantity pricing included for each, 
as well as contract pricing and forward pricing. The 
inventory’s catalogue reporting function also gives a 
clear indication of gross profit, cash flow and stock 
remaining. (http://goo.gl/wv9pD6)

Of course, the SYM-PAC tools accommodate more 
than just easy access to supplier charges. Actual sales 
themselves also affect the margins. SYM-PAC has this 
covered, too. As store manager Brennan Carolan of 
Coolum Beach Mitre 10 in Queensland puts it: 

The ability to change margins so quickly has made 
life a lot easier. We’re able to make the adjustments 
we need based on very easy access to sales informa-
tion.

There is also Margin Magic, which provides retail-
ers with a spreadsheet-like view of products for sale, 

SYM-PAC Solutions
Modern POS solution stays up-to-date

SYM-PAC clients: click/tap store image to view case study

http://goo.gl/wv9pD6
http://www.sympac.com.au/index.php/our-customers/sym-pac-case-studies/sunlite-mitre-10.html
http://www.sympac.com.au/index.php/our-customers/sym-pac-case-studies/faggs-mitre-10.html
http://www.sympac.com.au/index.php/our-customers/sym-pac-case-studies/chriss-timber-a-hardware.html
http://www.sympac.com.au/index.php/our-customers/sym-pac-case-studies/prime-industrial-products.html
http://www.sympac.com.au/index.php/our-customers/sym-pac-case-studies/crameris-crt-a-home-tah.html
http://www.sympac.com.au/index.php/our-customers/sym-pac-case-studies/nubco.html
http://www.sympac.com.au/index.php/our-customers/sym-pac-case-studies/oe-bradtke-a-sons-pty-ltd.html
http://www.sympac.com.au/index.php/our-customers/sym-pac-case-studies/wilsons-hardware.html
http://www.sympac.com.au/
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and enables them to tweak the numbers on margins, 
modelling what the results of any change would be. 
(http://goo.gl/rBU3Xw)

Finally there is SYM-PAC’s Dashboard onscreen 
report module, which can provide a clear summary of 
transactions over a set date range, with enough detail 
to see how overall margins are working out.  
(http://goo.gl/VFwAec)

Many canny retailers will likely spot one problem 
with this kind of macro approach to setting prices and 
margins: What about special customers? Just about 
every hardware business has price-sensitive arrange-
ments with certain customers, and if an unexpected 
price increase shows up on their next invoice, at the 
very least there will be questions asked, and you 
could even lose that business.

Well, guess what? SYM-PAC also has that figured 
out for retailers. This is done using a Customer Watch 
List. Paul Krawczyk, owner of the Nubco Group in 
Tasmania, notes that customers can have their own 
price list for items they regularly purchase from the 
store, and would normally experience a price increase 
automatically.

That is not ideal for particularly commercially 
price-sensitive items, where the customer is sourcing 
them from us for a reason. We can now flag any par-
ticularly sensitive items on a customer price list, and 
then take the steps we need to override an automatic 
increase for that product, for that customer.

This capacity to engage with customers and deliver 
solutions is part of what makes SYM-PAC unique.“We 
listen, we innovate and we deliver,” says Mark Schmut-
ter, SYM-PAC’s General Manager.

This is more than just a slogan for us — we are in 
constant discussion with our customers about what 
their business issues are and how we can address 
their needs.

Those customer ideas flow internally through to our 
technical and development teams, where we discuss 
the business problem being raised and look at how 
we can improve SYM-PAC to address the process.

Suggested Ordering
Of all the innovations SYM-PAC has brought to retail 
management, one of the most popular (based on cus-
tomer comments) is its Suggested Ordering capabil-
ity. Gavin Gusmeroli, owner of the Ingham Manufac-
tures Mitre 10 in Ingham, Queensland, is particularly 
enthusiastic:

Probably one of the best things in my opinion is 
SYM-PAC’s Suggested Ordering — brilliant to use by 
min and max, and the sales history options. The min 
and max quantities that you put in originally govern 

the initial quantity to be ordered, but if SYM-PAC 
recognises you need more — because you’ve been 
selling more — it will use your sales history to govern 
the quantity to order.

That’s just one of many accolades for Suggested 
Ordering. Chris of Chris’s Timber & Hardware is also 
enthusiastic. “Our re-ordering with SYM-PAC’s Sug-
gested Ordering system will be a lot easier, and this 
will take a lot of pressure off us.” 

One of the people most definite about its benefits 
is Alan Braybon, store manager of the Deniliquin Mitre 
10 in the Riverina region of New South Wales:

SYM-PAC’s Suggested Ordering, in particular, has 
saved us hundreds and thousands of hours through-
out the business. The savings are almost unmeasur-
able over the past 18 years.

Again, of course, canny retailers will know that even 
a system like this bound to have some “real world” 
flaws, but SYM-PAC, through its years of experience 
and development, has many of those covered as well. 
We’ll let Paul from Nubco explain the situation:

We wanted to deal more efficiently with a situation 
where you have, for example, a giant tool set in 
stock. You may have only one on the floor and one in 
stock. Say you sell one of these giant toolsets — you 
only run your Suggested Ordering once a week, you 
might not know for another week that you need to 
order another one to restock.

The SYM-PAC solution to this situation is to take 
Suggested Ordering one step further, and set up Au-
tomatic Ordering. Under the latter, whenever product 
stock drops below a set level, an order is automatical-
ly produced. It has proved an effective system, par-

SYM-PAC engages customers at trade shows and events

http://goo.gl/rBU3Xw
http://goo.gl/VFwAec
http://www.sympac.com.au/
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ticularly during times when a discount catalogue is in 
use. Paul praises the results:

As a result of implementing this, our out of stocks 
are lower, and our warehouse ships out pallets to the 
stores overnight as required.

SYM-PAC GM Mark Schmutter sees Suggested 
Ordering as a great strategic tool.

“Suggested Ordering is the path you need to take 
to improve the productivity of your stock and put 
more cash in the bank,” says Mark.

“We provide people with the tools and understand-
ing of how to make that real.” (http://goo.gl/O4mqVe)

Auto Email
Another SYM-PAC feature that has proved very pop-
ular is Auto Email. Auto Email enables the retailer to 
immediately email invoices, quotations and purchase 
orders from within the system, based on the com-
pletion of a transaction. This isn’t just a convenience 
— many retailers finds it has a real effect on their cash 
flow, as it speeds up invoice payment times.

That is a benefit that has certainly been noted by 
Gavin of Ingham Manufactures Mitre 10:

Emailing our invoices with the Auto Email function 
has moved our cash flow forward by 30 days. Every-
one gets paid earlier — happy times!

Richard Vibert, the store owner of Viberts Mitre 10 
which has a store in Tatura, Victoria doesn’t think of 
auto email so much as a features, as a basic require-
ment. “Our customers are enjoying the integrated 
EFTPOS and signature pads, and the Auto Email for 
emailing invoices and statements not only saves a bit 
of money, but is also what our customers expect.”

Point of Sale
It’s impossible to discuss SYM-PAC without men-
tioning the part of the system that is fundamental to 
everything it does — POS. Many retailers make com-
ments about how much better the SYM-PAC system 
is when compared to other competing products. As 
Geoff Glenn, a director of Prime Industrial Products, a 
hardware retailer located in Bunbury, Western Austra-
lia, states:

Nothing compares. The speed of functionality in POS 
with a high volume, and with a large stock database, 
is another key reason we chose SYM-PAC.

James McConnachie, the general manager of 
Emerald Mitre 10 in Victoria agrees: “I love the POS 
system! It is user-friendly and very easy to use.” Martin 
Crocker, the owner of Earls Hardware in St Kilda, Vic-
toria, completely agrees. “The best part of SYM-PAC 
for us are POS and inventory. We love it!” he says. 

Another fan is Chris of Chris’s Timber  & Hardware:

Our customers are much happier because they have 
their invoices emailed straight away — they love that!

In the past they were always chasing me up for an 
invoice, and I was always telling them ‘give me a 
couple of days and I’ll type it up’, because of course 
we would have to write it all down by hand, and then 
we’d have to type up an invoice — it was very time 
consuming. Now, half the time they’ve got it before 
they even get back in their car!

Other features
The many useful features enabled by SYM-PAC are 
too numerous to mention. While not all of them will 
be used by every hardware retailer, most retailers will 
discover some favourites. For example, Paul of the 
Nubco Group has become a big fan of SYM-PAC’s 
customer relationship management (CRM) module. 
“This will revolutionise customer service,” he says. All 
Nubco sales staff have been issued with laptops, en-
abling them to log straight onto the SYM-PAC system 
and enter the details of their sales calls soon after they 
have been completed.

Help and Service
We’d be remiss if we didn’t mention one aspect of 
the SYM-PAC product that every retailer really does 
praise: the company’s help desk and general level of 
service. As Richard of Viberts Mitre 10 put it:

The most surprising and pleasing discovery is the 
Help Desk. It was wonderful to find that all the posi-
tive things I’d heard were actually true.

Geoff of Prime Industrial Products is also impressed 
with the personnel he gets to talk to at SYM-PAC. “We 
have access to support and people who directly deal 
with the design of the solution, and we don’t take this 
for granted,” he says. 

There are a number of different ways you can con-
tact SYM-PAC’s Help Desk — first and foremost is via a 
good old-fashioned phone call! — and speak to a live 
person straight away. All customers have access to 
Client Services on a 1300 number, which is available 7 
days a week, 363 days a year.

“We are very committed to person-to-person direct 
contact for our Help Desk area,” says SYM-PAC GM 
Mark Schmutter. “This is really important for us and we 
have constant feedback that this is part of what makes 
us stand out in the market.”

Contact
To learn more about how SYM-PAC can help your 
business, go to www.sympac.com.au for product 
information and case studies.  Or call 1800 SYMPAC | 
1800 796 722 and start a conversation.

http://goo.gl/O4mqVe
http://www.sympac.com.au
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